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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 11 January 2011 (amended)

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 11 Jan 2011 13:14:20 -0600

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 11 January 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 11 January 2011 at 08:00am PT for 18 minutes.
8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Richard Hamilton, Kris Eberlein (depending on power), Deb Bissantz, JoAnn Hackos,
Keith Schengili-Roberts, Doug Morrison

o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00104.html (Nevin)
o Acceptance moved by Don, seconded by Elliot, carried by acclamation.

ACTION (Bruce): communicate to TechComm SC that their report is due January 18.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: none today

Ensuing:

o OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee (18 January 2011 if confirmed)
o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (25 January 2011)
o OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee

BUSINESS:

1. New ITEM: Contradiction in DITA spec for <msgblock> and <msgph> (dita-users report)

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00105.html
o Matter of best practice advice, esp. given presence of available msgRef specialization.

Transfer to DITA Adoption TC?

Don: This seems an opportunity to provide additional guidance to adopters. Chris: experimentally 
determined that <msgph> in fact cannot be a child of <msgblock>. This is a problem in the spec, not 
an adoption issue. Michael: we should permit this in DITA 1.3. There's no backward compatibility 
issue if we decide to allow <msgph> in addition. 

This is probably because <ph> was removed, we don't recall the (pre-OASIS) reason for that. We 
should note in errata that the text is wrong in 1.2, and that we're considering inclusion in 1.3.

ACTION (Robert): Add this to errata. (done)
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ACTION (Robert): Add this to the 1.3 list.

Is there a best practices issue? Michael: maybe not, but we need to update the dita-users list. 

ACTION (Don): Inform dita-users of this erratum.

CLOSED (pending completion of actions).

2. New ITEM: microXML and the future of DITA

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00004.html (Day)

Is this an issue that we need to track here? Discussion indicates that although this is not an 
'official' issue, there is potential concern. Web 2.0 Workgroup interested in watching it. If 
applications supporting uXML are primarily oriented to HTML-5, will they preclude DITA? The TC will 
leave this issue for the DITA for the web SC to monitor.

[The following discussion occurred under item 3 below but belongs here.]

Michael: uXML is proposal for a subset of the XML standard that browsers would support for 
'polyglot' pages (HTML and islands of XML). Our interest is to ensure that DITA features are not 
dependent on aspects of XML that are excluded from that subset. We know what the dependencies are. 
We have no dependencies on DTD, XSD, or entities. Changes to namespaces could affect DITA when we 
are namespace enabled. Don: Could either break <conref>, or we could use <conref> e.g. to reference 
HTML-5 content, if it gets XML built into HTML-5. Michael: he's not looking at enriching HTML-5 
with XML, he's looking at what can be eliminated from XML. He's proposing just prefixes rather than 
full namespaces if the prefix can be complex and include periods. We might want to try to 
accommodate this through some kind of inheritance, e.g. topic.reference.api:apiref.  Chris: is this 
discussion premature? No standards body has taken this up, no market share. Don: Some of the 
players (e.g. Michael Kay) can have strong influence with potential impact on DITA. Elliot: It's 
hard to see how any decisions on XML syntax could have any effect on DITA. Michael: generally 
agree, but would you be willing to read through and confirm? Would like to be sure that James Clark 
agrees. For namespaces, he may actually have some good ideas that we could borrow. Don: Could lower 
adoption barriers by moving XML support out to browsers. Elliot: there may be use cases for doing 
things in the browser that I haven't considered reasonable in the past.

ACTION (Elliot): review to confirm that James is not doing anything that is unworkable.

ACTION (Dita for the Web SC): monitor this.

3. New ITEM: Ruminations on the structure of the DITA Standard

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00009.html (Nitchie)

Consideration for DITA 2.0. Might make the uXML issue more manageable. [Ensuing discussion and 
action assignments recorded under item 2 above.]

4. New ITEM: wiki.oasis-open.org pages in search results

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00010.html (Yeo)

  o Discuss any further recommendations; Chairs to forward requests to Robin Cover

Michael: We don't want to put up barriers to search, openness is a critical value. We might reduce 
its ranking. Alternative: put a link at the top of such pages pointing to the latest info. Don: 
this would raise the google search rank. Su-Laine: But you're right, clearer labeling is needed on 
these pages. 

Rather than push old items down, we can pull official pages up in prominence, e.g. by adding links. 
Don: this is a problem for other standards in OASIS. 

ACTION (Don, Kris): Forward discussion to Robin Cover for OASIS recommendation.

5. Continuing ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00070.html (latest post on thread, 
Priestley)
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00003.html (reminder from Robert Anderson)
  o DITA Perceptions (Managing Complexity)

Robert: we can only come up with valid solutions if we understand where these perceptions of 
complexity are coming from. Stan: strongly agree. Haven't yet entered comments gathered. Robert: 
still need to gather user comments so we can analyze them. Focus for now should be on the causes 
and not discuss solutions yet.

ACTION (All): Gather adopters' comments about complexity of DITA and identify causes of those 
perceptions on the wiki at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Perceptions.

Housekeeping
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The IBM meeting passcode has expired. This is an opportunity for another company to offer to host 
the TC's conference calls. IBM has been hosting since the beginning. We will discuss this further; 
for the immediate term we will set up a new number for the call.

ACTION (Robert): find a new number

ACTION (Don): issue new meeting invitation

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 18 January 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 18 Jan 2011 11:10:26 -0600

 

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 18 January 2011
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 18 January 2011 at 08:00am PT for 18 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

  o Regrets: Thilo Buchholz
  o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00026.html (amended version, Nevin)

Moved by Don, seconded by Stan Doherty, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: none today

  o OASIS DITA Adoption TC  

Kris: discussed joint webinar with DITA TC and Adoption TC. OASIS process applied to powerpoint 
slides effectively prohibits this by process delay. Looking for suggestions of alternative ways 
forward. Waiting for email responses from Robin Cover; OASIS email server has been down since 
Friday.

  o OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee 
Has begun to develop a list of topics, examining what is available now and what will be available 
in the future. Have appointed a secretary and have started taking up work after the holidays. 
Letting CLI questions slip for the present.

  o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (resume here on 25 January 2011)

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Low ranking of DITA 1.2 specs

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00029.html (Eberlein)
  o Several things are in motion; any particular recommendations for members?
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Currently #3 rank, following actions taken by a number of TC members. 
Su-Laine: name is just dita-wiki, appended to all our pages. Could be more descriptive indicating 
that it is a working document. Suggest DITA Technical Committee wiki. Bookmarks just go to the URL, 
this is only in the meta-tag. Don: is there a convention among other TCs?

ACTION (Kris): enquire with Robin Cover by email, whether there are any issues making this change.

ACTION (All): put links to the spec in blogs, etc. where possible to raise its google ranking.

CLOSED

2. ITEM: Providing a DITA OT plugin for specs available to other users

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00027.html (Eberlein)
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00047.html (Hamilton rollup)
  o Consensus seems to be "parity with DocBook." Discuss and log our resolution.

Don: thought we'd use it the same way as the DocBook specs have been provided. How should we 
publicise this, on the DITA OASIS site? Kris: in email discussion, some suggest parity with 
DocBook, which suggests that. Paul: Looks like a stamp of approval to a particular implementation, 
but that's not a big deal, won't stand in the way. Michael: fine to make it not a TC work product. 
The background work to support our process should be made available to other TCs. Kris: Making it 
comparable to DocBook templates will require some up front work, but will save a lot of hoop-
jumping later. Don: OK to post the materials in the same manner as the DocBook materials, and carry 
on from there. Consensus is clear on this.

3. Continuing ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00070.html (latest post on thread, 
Priestley)
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00003.html (reminder from Robert Anderson)
  o DITA Perceptions (Managing Complexity)

Updates are being made. BusDocs SC members invited to contribute. Notes to the list may have been 
delayed. Stan: will copy what he has put in the wiki into email and send to the list.

4. Continuing ITEM: Review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update)
  o JoAnn's links, and subsequent discussion:
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00083.html
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00001.html (update from JoAnn)

JoAnn: updated the survey with notes from our last TC call. It's ready to go. Do we want to launch 
it? How, what venue? Don: suggest we get this under way. JoAnn: We can use the survey tool and 
compile the results. Where do we announce it? On user groups? Don: An opportunity for wider 
publicity? Do we want this to be limited to communities that are already DITA users? Perhaps 
announce it on xml-dev. Kris: STC and tech-wrl too difficult to post to, and we don't get 
responses. Stan: ua-writers. Michael: are any of them not subscribed to dita-users? JoAnn: 
certainly include those who voted Yes on the spec. Su-Laine: translate e.g. for Asia? JoAnn: the 
dita-awareness LinkedIn page? Facebook? Twitter? Michael: Include our own lists. Some individuals, 
send directly to them. We want users to respond, we want consultants and vendors to steer their 
users to the survey. JoAnn: Vendors are users of the spec.

We spent some time on WebEx reviewing and discussing the survey questions.

Stan: Is the spec being used as a primary way of understanding DITA? If not, how should it be 
supplemented to make the 1.2 spec more broadly useful (as the 1.0 and 1.1 specs were). A reading 
guide? Roadmap? Cliff's Notes? Overview? Cheatsheet?

ACTION (Doug): Tweet the survey URL.
ACTION (JoAnn): Send the survey out.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 25 January 2011 (amended)

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Thu, 27 Jan 2011 14:27:14 -0600

 

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 25 January 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 25 January 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
8:00-8:05 Roll call

  o Regrets: Thilo Buchholz, Deb Bissantz, Dick Hamilton
  o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00052.html (Nevin)
Moved by Don, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: 

  o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee [Michael Boses]
Adoption of DITA for business documents is an ongoing phenomenon. (Enumeration of a variety of 
industries and government entities engaging with a wide range of document types.) There's a lot of 
this going on. They *perceive* discrepancies between the DITA standard and their requirements. 
Sometimes the perception is due to misunderstanding or incomplete understanding, but there is also 
valid feedback for us to pay attention to. We are dealing with generalized requirements that are 
foundational, and are therefore of importance to other subcommittees. Our white paper, later this 
week, deals with aggregated authoring and structural requirements. These users express a strong 
need for aggregated authoring, so they're doing it however they can. We discuss the apparent 
approaches that have been discussed in the spec or in blogs.  This large group of adopters need 
guidance from the TC. We don't believe that we're asking for any changes to the standard.

Don: Is white paper the right term? It might seem to require some formality and approval. Kris: for 
the TC to approve it, it will have to go through the formal process. Don, Michael Boses: For now, 
we can deal with it as a communication to the TC. No approval is called for at this stage. Su-
Laine: discuss on dita-users, with an extramural writeup of that discussion. Don: inappropriate to 
seem to be building consensus for a committee document outside the TC process. Kris: SC should 
proceed, call it a communication rather than a white paper, and then we will proceed from there. 
Don: there is a need for engagement with these users to understand this better; a webinar would be 
an excellent medium for this, if process requirements can be worked out.

Don: Simply post this communiqué to the TC alias. Kris: put PDF in the SC repository and post the 
URL to the alias. 
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Don: This will feed into discussion of simplified DITA. We may well see some papers and best 
practices in the DITA 1.3 time frame.

  o OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee next

ACTION (Don): Contact the Pharma SC to alert them of their report next week.

BUSINESS:

1.  New ITEM: Question about the order in which keys are resolved

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00057.html (Eberlein)
Kris: Need immediate clarifications answering questions that SDL developers are asking. Need to 
make a second pass through this section and clarify the account of the definition and bounding of 
keyspaces. Eliot: started drafting a paper for the Adoption TC. Kris: Can we on this TC review it? 
Can we put up a wiki to review that part of the spec? Eliot: want to retain IP for forthcoming book 
without having to write it twice. Kris: Need to separate the two, because of the urgency of the 
need. Bruce: Give us the first draft and let our collective efforts make it a distinct document 
from what you will do with it for your book. Kris: An article for the Adoption TC is a separate 
issue. Everyone needs to read about four topics about keys in the Processing section. 

Don: Process to drive this to good conclusion. What's our timeframe to get something approved to 
get to vendors? Kris: no more than two weeks. 

Eliot: If someone from SDL asks their questions on the dita-users group, I'll answer it 
definitively there. Understanding why people are confused is essential before we can fix this. The 
problem is with the definition of "map tree". Also happy to talk to any of the SDL engineers, but 
the spec needs to be fixed so all vendors are clear. Kris: yes, I have email from a number of other 
vendors as well. 

ACTION (Kris): set up wiki pages for review and revision of this part of the spec and drive this 
forward in our next TC meeting.

ACTION (Eliot): submit paper draft to TC as discussed. 

2.  New ITEM: DITA TC perspective re. new committee notes (web presentation today)

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00076.html (Eberlein)
Kris sent out an advisory about this coming up. Kris: There was a lot of discussion on the chairs 
list in December, initiated from the DocBook TC. Process TC has invited chairs and any other 
intrested members to call in and participate in discussion. DITA Adoption TC is concerned that 
current process prohibits productive work. Don: one of the concerns of chairs is treating all TC 
work artifacts with the same formal and time consuming process as is required for a spec. If 
templates aren't provided, how can we write things that conform to templates, and so on. Don: the 
need for information about key information to get out immediately is an excellent case in point. 
Full approval process would require 45 to 60 days. Kris: if you want a work product to bear the 
name of the TC, it cannot go around the process--things can be authored by individual members of 
the TC, but cannot be TC work products. Kris: Would like to understand what history was driving 
these decisions by the Process TC.  Any TC member who is interested is encouraged to call in. Chris 
Nitchie: I can't dial in, but I agree that this is more onerous by an order of magnitude.

3.  New ITEM: Publishing Topichead

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00070.html (Garg)
  o Would Robert provide a rollup for the group?
CLOSED

4.  Continuing ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (latest post on thread, Doherty)
  o DITA Perceptions (Managing Complexity)
(No comments today, ongoing.)

5.  Continuing ITEM: Review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

  o Survey announcement:
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00069.html (Hackos)
(Discussion next week when JoAnn is in attendance.)

6.  On Hold ITEM: TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging

  o This might possibly be held until after the survey results are in--Don

7.  Continuing ITEM: Reports on DITA Europe (leave ongoing until talked out)

CLOSED.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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0. Minutes: TC Meeting 01/25/2011
- Moved:    Don Day
- Seconded: JoAnne Hackos
- Approved: Acclamation

00. Subcommittee Reports:
    - Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee: Don reported that he had made contect 
      and was awaiting a response. 
    - Programmers Subcommittee: Don suggested that we catch up with
      Robert Anderson next week about the timing for a report. 

01. New ITEM: Change title of the TC's DITA wiki
    - The TC reviewed Su-Laine's email suggesting that we change 

  the title of our TC wiki page.
- She proposed in the meeting that the new name be:
  "OASIS DITA TC Wiki."
  NOTE: Only the title and related HTML metadata would change; the 

      URL would remain the same. 
    - Several TC members spoke in support of the proposal and it was

  approved.
- AI/Don - Contact OASIS admin(s) to make it happen.

02. ITEM: Question about the order in which keys are resolved
    - The TC discussed four aspects of the issue:

a. What we have now -
> A draft document from Eliot describing/clarifying keydef behavior

 > Supporting discussions on the list.
b. Should we seek formal approval today without Eliot or Kris on the

concall??
 > NO

c. How should this information be distributed?
> Separate errata document to a future update to the DITA 1.2

   spec?
 > Update to the DITA 1.3/2.0 spec?
 > DITA Adoption TC white paper?
   - Seemed to be some favorable feeling around this option.

d. Author attribution: There continues to be some confusion about
publishing "official" OASIS drafts/documents with the name or names of

 authors (versus editors). Getting clarification from Robin Cover et al.
 would be important relative to publishing Eliot's document through
 OASIS.

    - RESOLUTION: Defer additional discussion and action until we have both
  Eliot and Kris on the concall (ideally next week).
- AI/Don - Preserve the agenda item for next meeting. 
- AI/Don - Add a discussion about how the TC might hand off the
  doc to the Adoption TC.

03. ITEM: DITA TC perspective re. new committee notes:
    - Don reported to the TC that he, Kris, and Gershon dialed into
      the OASIS Process Committee concall last week. Don reported that 

  the format for the call did not support interactive discussion or 
  consensus-building repartee. 
- JoAnne reported that the DITA Adoption TC had also discussed their 
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   reactions to the same concall and that Gershon and Kris had shared
   the same reactions.
 - No concall participants were particularly optimistic that OASIS 
   had factored DITA TC feedback and concerns about process into their
   agenda/plan.
    - AI/Don - Preserve this agenda item for next week and revisit the
   review with Kris present.
   
04. Continuing ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity
    - Don suggested that we move right to the next agenda item (the survey) 
   because it was directly relevant.
   
05. Continuing ITEM: Review of packaging survey
    - JoAnn updated the TC on the following:
      > The email to dita-users et al. went out.
   > We have received 11 responses so far (sentiment being that
     11 felt low).
   > DITA TC and Adoption TC members have not responded widely as yet
     and should do so.
 - Thilo asked whether TC members should forward the survey email
   invitation to colleagues.
   > YES ... there is evidence that we are receiving responses from 
     people who are on alternate lists.
 - RESOLVED: Resend the email next week and keep the window for 
   responses open for a month (2/23).
 - AI/JoAnn - Forward the survey invitation email to the same recipients
   next Tuesday.
 - AI/TC Members - Complete the survey.
    - AI/TC Members - Contact JoAnn if you have ideas about a DITA panel
   or get-together focused on these DITA packaging issues for the 
      April CIDM DITA North America Conference 
   (http://www.cm-strategies.com/2011/index.htm).

06. DITA 1.2 Spec Updates
    - Don observed that we have not received technical feedback on the DITA 1.2
   spec that would suggest that we have a critical issue requiring an 
   immediate spec update. 
 - JoAnn suggested that we NOT update the spec for the next six months -- 
   unless we receive a critical issue.
 - AI/Don - Add the topic of building a roadmap for DITA 1.2 spec updates
      to the agenda item for next week.

07. Announcements
    - JoAnn encouraged TC members to register for a joint OASIS/LISA webinar
   next week (12PM/EST, 9AM/PST). Look for 1/31 email invitation from Dee 
   Schur.
 - JoAnn reported that she has been asked to talk about DITA at an XLIFF
   conference next September (09/28) in Warsaw. Peter Reynolds is organizing
   the conference. 
 - JoAnn and Don encouraged TC members to consider the April CIDM
   DITA North America conference as an opportunity to meet informally 
   as a TC or in SC groups. Contact JoAnn if you know that you are 
   attending and would like to organize something in time to get it 
   in the conference program.



   
Adjournment: 11:35AM/EST
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 8 February 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 8 Feb 2011 11:31:39 -0600

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 8 February 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 8 February 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Thilo Buchholz
o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00005.html (Doherty)
Don moved, JoAnn seconded, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: 

o OASIS DITA for Programmers Subcommittee

Robert: interest from several people, nothing has happened yet. Don will ask for an update in about 
a month.

o OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee

Gershon has added a row to their front page, and has put some content into their wiki. Members 
should look.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Question about the order in which keys are resolved (continued)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00057.html (Eberlein)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00100.html (Draft posted by Eliot)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00010.html (Question by Su-Laine)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00009.html (Example suggestion by Su-

Laine)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00013.html (Request by Kris)

Kris: split this into two agenda items: 
Eliot concurs. Su Laine has more questions coming about key resolution.

(a) how keys are resolved (and how do we push this answer out to people)

Eliot: Draft completed, ready for Adoption TC publishing process. Some clarification of the text 
needed, but no technical issues raised. 
Su-Laine: There are also minor mechanical issues (e.g. typos). How do we handle ongoing questions? 
New doc for each question, or keep updating draft? 
Eliot: don't want to delay. Thought all possible questions were answered.

Su Laine: we can answer questions in a variety of ways-dita-users, wiki, etc. 
Kris: some overlapping issues. (1) the feature description, (2) timeframe, (3) what corrective info 
do we push out to users right now, this month? If there's clarity about some issues, we shouldn't 
wait to put that out, and we can add as we have further refinements. 
Don: Should we use a FAQ rather than a note? 
Paul: too soon for an article, a FAQ is best now.  
Bruce: Then what's the status of Eliot's paper? 
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Eliot: would prefer it to be definitive. 
JoAnn: Adoption feature articles should be addressed to users, not to implementers, as Eliot's 
paper is. 
Eliot: Yes, could publish the spec doc now, and publish a revision of it if issues come up in the 
FAQ. 
Su Laine: Any objections to proceeding with a FAQ? (General concurrence). 
Kris: suggest the initial exchange, with an example that Eliot approved, be material for an initial 
FAQ item. 
Eliot: created an example at the same time that was essentially identical, but touched on an 
additional possible misinterpretation. 

ACTION (Kris and Eliot): collaborate on a first FAQ item on keyref.

(b) question that Su Laine brought up yesterday: 

In one place, spec says take one item out of <topicmeta>, in another place it says take all. 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00010.html 
Eliot: hard to specify, because it's inherently a bit fuzzy. Advice to user is "don't do that", but 
developer needs to handle edge cases. 
Paul: spec Revision made it even less clear by adding that you can use linktext as well if there's 
nothing in <topicmeta>. 

The general process will be to develop FAQ items and later roll them into DITA 1.2 corrigenda.

ACTION (All): Review the indicated email, take this up next week, aiming at a FAQ item.

2. ITEM: DITA TC perspective re. new committee notes (continued)
   o report back on Process Committee's Committee Process process

Don: not a very effective discussion at that meeting. (OASIS website makes each discussant in 
effect take a number wait their turn, Kris was dialing in from an airport on a cellphone and was 
able to contribute more freely.) Mostly an Adoption TC issue. 
Kris: Next meeting will focus on templates, and that is of concern to us. One other TC had a rep 
there, who didn't speak up. The issues we are raising are kind of far from the experience of the 
Process Committee members. The OASIS push for more rigid formal processes may drive TCs to employ 
less formal means. 
Don: recommend that members read the linked material and think about attending the next meeting.

3. New ITEM: Roadmaps for DITA 1.2 updates, DITA 1.3 process
   o Last week we discussed 6-month target for 1.2 updates--time to make a plan

Don: What's the 6-month mark-from approval, from today? We need to be able to implement the OASIS 
approval process for an update to the spec. 
Kris: would need to verify, but believe that process is almost the same as that for the spec, maybe 
a bit simpler. 
Don: need to know how much time do we need to give for public review. Two months is probably OK, 
but we were a bit surprised last time. 
Kris: The issue is when do we close input for 1.2 and how do we solicit updates and comments-or do 
we need to? We already have a lot of errata. 
Eliot: Spec has been available for almost two years in essentially its final form. 
JoAnn: a number of organizations deferred looking at the spec until it was final, that's why we're 
getting questions now. 
Don: is there anything else that is urgent enough to include with the keyref issues in the errata 
process? If 2 months suffices, and the process takes 6 months, then it will be 8 months before the 
document goes out. 
Robert: suggest we wait a couple of months and then determine if we should start the errata process 
at that time. (General concurrence.)

ACTION (Kris): review errata/update process and post a summary
   o Look ahead to DITA 1.3 process (reminder by Robert Anderson)
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00008.html (Anderson)

Don: this needs to be a full agenda item next week. Kris: near the beginning of the agenda.
Robert: if problems arise with the process in practice, we can address it then. Template for 1.3 is 
in process. We weren't satisfied with some of the metadata that was collected last time. Once 
template with high-level description is approved, authors need to come back with the full spec 
language; some parts were sorely lacking last time.

ACTION (All): review Robert's process description.

5. Continuing ITEM: Review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

   o Survey announcement:
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00069.html (Hackos)
 o NOTE: TC members please take this survey, if you have not yet done so.

JoAnn: 17 survey responses to date, will close it by next Friday 2/18.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 15 February 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2011 11:17:18 -0600

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 15 February 2011

Chaired by Kris Eberlein <kberlein@sdl.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 15 February 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Don Day; Thilo Buchhotz; Robert Anderson; Doug Morrison
o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00016.html (Bruce
Nevin, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 11:31:39 -0600 -- Original draft of minutes)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00017.html (Paul

Grosso, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 12:40:59 -0500 -- Correction to minutes)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00018.html (Bruce

Nevin, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 11:52:05 -0600 -- Asking for additional corrections)

Moved by Kris, seconded by Su-Laine, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

 None this week. Watch this space in the agenda on the Front Page.

Announcements:

o DITA TC members invited to attend OASIS Process Committee meeting today, 15 February, 11 AM
-12:30 PM PT the subject is "OASIS templates for work products." 
  Call-in information:

id: 9238410#/9876543#
+1 866-682-4770 or +1 408-774-4073 (US)
0800-694-8154 (UK toll free)
+44 208 118-1001 or +44 844 493-6817 (UK)
*6/#6 to Mute/Unmute
For call-in numbers for other countries, contact 

        Jeff Mischkinsky [jeff.mischkinsky@oracle.com]

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Question about the order in which keys are resolved

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00057.html (Kris
Eberlein, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 11:15:56 -0500)

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00058.html (Chris
Nitchie, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 12:37:08 -0500)

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00059.html (Eliot
Kimber, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 12:36:40 -0600)

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00060.html (Paul
Grosso, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 14:17:05 -0500)

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00064.html (Eliot
Kimber, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:54:50 -0600)

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00061.html (Bruce
Nevin, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:28:03 -0600)

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00065.html (Jo!Ann
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Hackos, Sat, 22 Jan 2011 10:23:25 -0700)

See FAQ-items for a look at this work in-progress.

Action (Kris): do editorial review of Eliot Kimber's draft a FAQ item about this issue. 

1. ITEM: Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content

   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00010.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Mon, 7 Feb 2011 18:23:45 -0800)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00012.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 06:21:10 -0600)

Su-Laine: we're waiting for clarification from whoever wrote that part of the spec that concerns 
pulling content out of <topicmeta>. 
Eliot: Robert did first draft, Eliot worked on it, Bruce contributed. The original information came 
from Robert and Michael. 

ACTION (Michael Priestly): set up meeting with Robert to work out an answer.

2. NEW ITEM: Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00022.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
13:11:58 -0800)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00023.html (Eliot Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
15:21:33 -0600)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00024.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
13:29:59 -0800)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00025.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
15:37:54 -0600)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00026.html (Kris Eberlein, Tue, 8 Feb 
2011 16:56:26 -0500)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00027.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
14:23:27 -0800)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00028.html (Robert Anderson, Tue, 8 Feb 
2011 17:36:42 -0500)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00029.html (Eliot Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
16:44:03 -0600)

Eliot: Intention was that when conditional processing is applied, the set of effective key 
definitions might differ from that when conditional processing is not applied. It's a function of 
the content, not of the processing. 
Michael: the spec recommends doing conditional processing first, but allows for doing it second, 
and there's some discussion of what happens in the latter case. [reading the spec]: different 
processors could reach different effective bindings for the same map when there are key definitions 
in filter conditions. This part is not correct. 
Kris: the correct answer should go in a FAQ to get it out to users as quickly as possible. 
Eliot: The set of key definitions is completely deterministic. It's not up to processor 
determination. Key definition always takes filtering into account irrespective of the relative 
order of filtering and key definition. This was my intention when writing that part of the spec, 
although evidently that writing needs improvement. The alternative would make key definition non-
deterministic. 
Michael: will have to review the spec.
Kris: Let's return to this next week after Michael and Robert confer.
Chris Nitchie: We need to distinguish "key space" from the data structure employed by a processor.   
Eliot: yes, this is a source of confusion here. The effective key space permits just one effective 
binding. Processors may need to hold multiple bindings in memory in order to accomplish this, and 
that is an implementation detail that is neither mandated nor disallowed by the spec.
Su-Laine: we just need to know for any given input what the expected output is.  
Michael: We agree that the should statement is that it should be the same as if the conditional 
processing is done before the key binding. 
Su-Laine: so if we filter first, we're OK. [General concurrence.]

ACTION (Michael, Robert): add this to the agenda for the discussion called for in the action under 
#1 above.

3. NEW ITEM: Conref range: Is constraint on last member of range necessary or useful?

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00031.html (Eliot Kimber, Thu, 10 Feb 
2011 07:03:18 -0600)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00032.html (Michael Priestley, Thu, 10 
Feb 2011 08:25:31 -0500)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00033.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 09:02:47 -0600)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00034.html 
(Michael Priestley, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 10:21:38 -0500)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00035.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 11 Feb 2011 05:54:38 -0600)

Eliot: Spec says the first and last elements of the range must be of the same type. I don't think 
this helps, because it can't ensure the validity of the range between those elements in the using 
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context. Consider removing that constraint in 1.3. 
Michael: I concede a long-standing misreading. There are content models that break this, as 
illustrated by Eliot's examples of sequences of required elements. Understanding this now, I 
probably wouldn't have proposed conref range. At least the existing constraint ensures that content 
models in DITA as delivered work. Is there any way for us to get full validity? 
Eliot: I don't think we need to. I don't think a guarantee of validity of the results is necessary 
for conref range to be useful. The problem is limited. It's up to users to avoid this edge case.  
Michael: On the other hand, if we remove the requirement, there are a lot of examples in the spec 
that would be invalid today, where any place in the sequence could be optional or not.
Chris Nitchie: This is a nightmare for implementors. 
Michael: Are there any other cases other than what we have identified? Eliot: If the same section 
type is required more than once in the same reference. 
Michael: So we have a constraint that allows an edge case to break conref. It also prevents some 
valid cases. If we remove the constraint, a lot of cases break conref. 
Kris: Continue next week? 1.3 proposal? Push to users?
Michael: We could put out a caution to users, saying that its OK for all content models except this 
one. And yes, we should revisit this for 1.3.

ACTION (Michael, with Eliot's review): Write a warning to users about this.

4. NEW ITEM: General implications of multiple uses of the same topic with different keys

   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00036.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Sat, 12 Feb 2011 06:57:41 -0600)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00037.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:05:47 -0500)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00038.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:31:26 -0600)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00040.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 22:04:02 -0500)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00041.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 21:47:07 -0600)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00042.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 08:27:22 -0500)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00043.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 07:56:28 -0600)

Eliot: conref push with same topic bound to two different keys permits a push of different content 
to the same topic with different keys. Aim of processor design should be to effect the author's 
intent. Question is what may happen, what should happen. 

Chris: The perfect processor should do that, but I don't think the spec requires that. When you 
resolve conref push, the keys may already be abstracted away, and there's nothing in the spec to 
prevent that.

Eliot: Need to think more carefully about that. In my mind, key resolution is done as late as 
possible, partly because it can establish a use context, and you need to know the use context to do 
the right thing. 

Chris: I know at least one implementation that works the way I described it. We could be wrong, but 
haven't yet been proven so.

Eliot: Question to Robert and Michael, was this intended, or was it a result of two independently 
designed facilities, keys and conref push? Michael: I'll have to catch up to this thread and think 
about it.

Kris: We'll continue this next week.

5. ITEM: DITA 1.3 process

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00008.html (Robert Anderson, Mon, 7 Feb 
2011 11:29:49 -0500)
   o  Wiki page: Proposed process for DITA 1.3 features
Skipped this week, since Robert is not here. 

ACTION (All): look at this wiki page, because this will be higher on the agenda next week.

6. CONTINUING ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 
2011 11:28:35 -0500 -- most recent e-mail on thread)
   o  Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?

Kris: For those who haven't for completed the survey, time is running out.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 February 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2011 11:53:45 -0600

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 February 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 22 February 2011 at 08:00am PT for 18 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: JoAnn Hackos, Thilo Buchholtz
o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00048.html (Bruce
Nevin, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 11:17:18 -0600)

Moved by Don, seconded by Stan Doherty, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

None this week.

BUSINESS:

1. Update on OASIS Process Committee meeting about "templates." (Eberlein)

Kris: The meeting was short. They concluded that they didn't have enough templates. Kris urged that 
they not specify output format, e.g. Word, and is following up to find out if they have any 
requirements that we should know about.

2. ITEM: Question about the order in which keys are resolved

E-mail discussed at February 8 meeting:
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00057.html (Kris
Eberlein, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 11:15:56 -0500)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00058.html (Chris
Nitchie, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 12:37:08 -0500)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00059.html (Eliot
Kimber, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 12:36:40 -0600)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00060.html (Paul
Grosso, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 14:17:05 -0500)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00061.html (Bruce
Nevin, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:28:03 -0600)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00062.html (Chris
Nitchie, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 14:37:13 -0500)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00063.html (Bruce
Nevin, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:45:59 -0600)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00064.html (Eliot
Kimber, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:54:50 -0600)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00065.html (JoAnn
Hackos, Sat, 22 Jan 2011 10:23:25 -0700)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00090.html

(Eberlein, Fri, 28 Jan 2011 09:08:43 -0500)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00091.html (Eliot
Kimber, Fri, 28 Jan 2011 08:19:52 -0600)
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ACTION (Eliot Kimber): verify that Kris's changes to this FAQ item retain technical accuracy. See 
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-items.

3. ITEM: Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00010.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 7 Feb 2011 18:23:45 -0800)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00012.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 06:21:10 -0600)

New e-mail yesterday:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00059.html (Robert 
Anderson, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 11:33:42 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00060.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 13:45:41 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00063.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 16:53:57 -0800)

Robert: met with Michael and reviewed the spec language and that of the approved proposal where the 
original intent was unclearly expressed. Fallback to <linktext> and <navtitle> was not expressed. 
Chris Nitchie: what they outlined was how it should work, but it's not what the spec says. Su-
Laine: I like Robert's answer. How official is it? How shall we communicate it to developers? Have 
also asked our developers if it works for them. We need to know whether the rules that we've 
implemented are right.
Kris: Can this wait for 1.2 erratum, or should we put it in the FAQ? Su-Lain: Putting it in the FAQ 
will save time. Would really appreciate an answer today to yesterday's email. 

Su-Laine: need a response from the TC re (a) How confident are we in Robert's answer? (b) Is it 
acceptable if a processor strips out markup that is not valid in the new context? Would anyone 
object to a processor doing that? This is in the email.
Kris: We need to hold this for another week to give people time to consider email of yesterday and 
the FAQ item still to be written.

Don: if we say that the element will be stripped, does that preclude the vendor from adding more 
later if an improved solution is made available. Bruce: How about hiding the markup rather than 
stripping it. Robert: Yes, that's what I would prefer. And I would prefer that we simply allow 
rather than mandate that behavior. 

Doug: The spec isn't necessarily incorrect, maybe what's needed rather than an erratum is a white 
book including an explanation. Consensus: not for Adoption TC to write, they address users, this is 
for implementors. Kris: Let's be honest, we barely have enough people to write a spec.

Su-Laine: Need to call attention to <navtitle>, <linktext>, and <shortdesc> being treated as 
special.

ACTION (Su-Laine): write the FAQ item. 

4. ITEM: Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00022.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
13:11:58 -0800)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00023.html (Eliot Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
15:21:33 -0600)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00024.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
13:29:59 -0800)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00025.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
15:37:54 -0600)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00026.html (Kris Eberlein, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
16:56:26 -0500)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00027.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
14:23:27 -0800)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00028.html (Robert Anderson, Tue, 8 Feb 
2011 17:36:42 -0500)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00029.html (Eliot Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
16:44:03 -0600)

Per 15 February action item, Michael Priestley and Robert Anderson discussed this.

Robert: Michael took notes on this and agreed to write it up. 
Eliot wrote a draft FAQ on this.

OPEN for next week when Michael can attend.

5. ITEM: Conref range: Is constraint on last member of range necessary or useful?

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00031.html (Eliot Kimber, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 
07:03:18 -0600)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00032.html (Michael Priestley, Thu, 10 Feb 
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2011 08:25:31 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00033.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 09:02:47 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00034.html (Michael 
Priestley, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 10:21:38 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00035.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 11 Feb 2011 05:54:38 -0600)
o New e-mail:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00052.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 17 Feb 2011 06:25:20 -0600)

Eliot: This was my attempt write the explanation that Michael is tasked with. It's what I've 
currently drafted for my book; Michael is welcome to use it or reject it. Robert: I think this note 
agrees with what Michael approved.

Kris: did we intend the warning to be in the FAQ or in the 1.2 errata. Eliot: Not particularly 
urgent, it's such a rare case.

ACTION (Michael Priestley, 15 February):  write a warning
ACTION (Kris): add this to 1.3 work items.

OPEN for next week when Michael can attend.

6. ITEM: General implications of multiple uses of the same topic with different keys

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00036.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Sat, 12 Feb 2011 06:57:41 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00037.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:05:47 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00038.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:31:26 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00040.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 22:04:02 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00041.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 21:47:07 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00042.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 08:27:22 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00043.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 07:56:28 -0600)

New e-mail:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00053.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 17 Feb 2011 06:36:05 -0600)

Eliot: Since the spec is at best ambiguous about this, we can't say that it mandates the behavior 
that I wanted. Robert: Michael already has use cases involving documents shared between teams 
referencing different documents, where this would break user expectation.

Eliot: As to the specific behavior of conref push, I think that my description is correct and to 
everyone's advantage. The other issue, I agree with Michael. Chris: the spec allows conref push to 
work wrong. Eliot: agreed. Do we want to clarify? 

OPEN for next week when Michael can attend

7. NEW ITEM: Refinements to DITAVAL for flagging

  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00054.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 07:02:58 -0600)
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00055.html (Seth 
Park, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 14:15:48 +0000)
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00056.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 09:11:37 -0600)
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00057.html (Seth 
Park, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 15:29:19 +0000)
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00058.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 09:48:11 -0600)

Eliot: Hadn't thought about ditaval before, and writing about it for the book realized that some 
interesting conditional processing was possible. Robert: a proposal for ditaval was filtering by 
branch. Eliot: not interested in re-engineering ditaval, but maybe extending it.

CLOSED for ongoing discussion between Eliot, Seth, and Robert, and perhaps others.

8. NEW ITEM: Question on keyref processing for <data> element

  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00061.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 14:11:31 -0800)

Su-Laine: lang ref says processors should ignore <data> by default. If a behavior is desired, must 
code it specifically. However, for <keyref> there are specific processing directions. We need to 
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know if it's OK not to process it.

Robert: Not processing means not rendering. For <keyref>, it's just touched for key resolution. If 
people want to render it, the details are in their hands. This falls under the category of elements 
with @href. 

Su-Laine: It seems that the spec is written with a specific prescription to incorporate the 
referenced <data>/<topicmeta> into the referencing <data>. Robert: This is underspecified. Su-
Laine: let's hash that out on the list and in the FAQ. There's no obligatory processing. We need to  
explicitly give processors permission not to insert replacement text.

Robert: This should be a 1.3 item, and we should clarify replacement text for different elements. 
The list of rules that Su-Laine has laid out answers many of these questions. 

ACTION (Su-Laine): add this to FAQ for item #3
ACTION (All): Review this email discussion and report any issues to Su-Laine for her to consider in 
the FAQ.

9. NEW ITEM: PDF processing for files containing multiple topics
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00062.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 16:03:37 -0800)

Su-Laine: expectation is 1-1 correspondence of topicref to topic, but some language in the 1.1 spec 
and elsewhere indicates that you get more. Eliot: for rendition processing you get all referenced 
subtopics. Robert: you get the full document; you can modify that with the @chunk attribute. Su-
Laine: it's confusing to people to put in a topicref with an id to a particular topic and have it 
pull in additional stuff. 

Not all products do this (e.g. ArborText). Consensus: it's OK not to. 

CLOSED unless and until revived in future discussion.

10. ITEM: DITA 1.3 process

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00008.html (Robert Anderson, Mon, 7 Feb 
2011 11:29:49 -0500)
  o Wiki page: Proposed process for DITA 1.3 features

HOLD until next week.

11. CONTINUING ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 2011 
11:28:35 -0500 -- most recent e-mail on thread)
  o Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?

No discussion this week.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 February 2011

From: "Grosso, Paul" <pgrosso@ptc.com>
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 1 March 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2011 12:45:04 -0600

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 1 March 2011

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com and Kristen Eberlein <keberlein@stl.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 1 March 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: JoAnn Hackos, Eliot Kimber
o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00068.html (Bruce
Nevin, Tue, 22 Feb 2011 11:53:45 -0600)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html (Paul
Grosso, Tue, 22 Feb 2011 13:13:41 -0500)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00070.html (Bruce
Nevin, Tue, 22 Feb 2011 12:23:11 -0600)

Moved by Don Day, seconded by Chris Nitchie, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA Enterprise Business Documentation Subcommittee

Bruce summarized yesterday's meeting, which Don attended. There was a growing sense that 
"enterprise Business documents" no longer accurately describes the scope of issues we are grappling 
with, and has deterred members of other TCs from taking an interest. Three areas of work have 
resulted in white papers on the SC wiki:
1. Simplified topics
Many elements and attributes are of interest only in tech docs, and are useless and confusing in 
enterprise, government, and other contexts of adoption. Most are in omissible specialization 
modules, but some are in <topic>. We see that "simplified DITA" is incorrect and misleading. 
Rather, what the TC has delivered might be said to be "(somewhat) specialized DITA". Don suggested 
"adoptable DITA", though clearly this is appropriate for use only amongst ourselves, and a 
marketing term will be called for.
2. Aggregated authoring
We have explored various alternatives for presenting the user experience of a seamless document in 
the editing environment while managing topics and maps under the hood. Our thinking has converged 
on transforms between <ditabase> and topics in maps. Don presented his dita4all demo at 
http://learningbywrote.com/tb01/dcc/. 
3. Metamodel
Our investigation turned up a great diversity of document types. These fall into a number of 
families that are distinct in structure, semantics, and process. Rob Hanna has developed a 
metamodel that delineates the common structure within each family, and articulates their 
interrelationships of semantics and process. Initially, this was presented as an abstract layer of 
information types from which document types would be specialized. This should be understood not as 
an architectural proposal but as a way of clearly stating the problem space and presenting it to 
the TC for solution. Adopters are coming to DITA from divergent areas with divergent requirements. 
Specialization by adopters or developments by subcommittees need the metamodel as an overarching 
framework for proceeding in an orderly way and with mutual consistency so as to support 
unforeseeable future interoperability requirements.

o OASIS DITA Adoption TC (deferred; has not met since last reporting here)
o OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee (next week)
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ACTION (Don): Ask John Hunt to prepare a report for next week.

BUSINESS:

1.  ITEM: Question about the order in which keys are resolved

E-mail discussed at February 8 meeting:

 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00057.html (Kris 
Eberlein, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 11:15:56 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00058.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 12:37:08 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00059.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 12:36:40 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00060.html (Paul 
Grosso, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 14:17:05 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00061.html (Bruce 
Nevin, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:28:03 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00062.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 14:37:13 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00063.html (Bruce 
Nevin, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:45:59 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00064.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 21 Jan 2011 13:54:50 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00065.html (JoAnn 
Hackos, Sat, 22 Jan 2011 10:23:25 -0700)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00090.html 
(Eberlein, Fri, 28 Jan 2011 09:08:43 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201101/msg00091.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 28 Jan 2011 08:19:52 -0600)

Action (8 February): Eliot Kimber to draft a FAQ item about this issue; work completed.

Action (15 February): Kris Eberlein to edit FAQ item; work completed.

Action (22 February): Eliot to review FAQ item as reworked by Eberlein. See FAQ-items.

PENDING Elliot's action.

2.  ITEM: Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:

 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00010.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 7 Feb 2011 18:23:45 -0800)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00012.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 06:21:10 -0600)

E-mail discussed at 22 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00059.html (Robert 
Anderson, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 11:33:42 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00060.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 13:45:41 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00063.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 16:53:57 -0800)

New e-mail:

 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00071.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Tue, 22 Feb 2011 19:31:31 -0800)

Action (15 February): Michael Priestley and Robert Anderson to have a call; they'll discuss this 
item (among others) and post to the list. Work completed.

Action (22 February): Su-Laine Yeo to draft a FAQ item.
Consensus achieved re discussion in 2/22 email. It probably makes sense to call this out in the 
spec, since we do call out comparable issues. Su-Laine will proceed with the FAQ item.

3.  ITEM: Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00022.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
13:11:58 -0800)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00023.html (Eliot Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
15:21:33 -0600)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00024.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
13:29:59 -0800)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00025.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
15:37:54 -0600)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00026.html (Kris Eberlein, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
16:56:26 -0500)
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 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00027.html (Su-Laine Yeo, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
14:23:27 -0800)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00028.html (Robert Anderson, Tue, 8 Feb 
2011 17:36:42 -0500)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00029.html (Eliot Kimber, Tue, 8 Feb 2011 
16:44:03 -0600)

Action (15 February): Michael Priestley and Robert Anderson to have a call; they'll discuss this 
item (among others) and post to the list.

OPEN pending action by Michael Priestley.

4.  ITEM: Conref range: Is constraint on last member of range necessary or useful?

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00031.html (Eliot Kimber, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 
07:03:18 -0600)
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00032.html (Michael Priestley, Thu, 10 Feb 
2011 08:25:31 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00033.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 09:02:47 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00034.html (Michael 
Priestley, Thu, 10 Feb 2011 10:21:38 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00035.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 11 Feb 2011 05:54:38 -0600)

E-mail discussed at 22 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00052.html (Elio 
Kimber, Thu, 17 Feb 2011 06:25:20 -0600)

Action (15 February): Michael Priestley to write a warning.

Action (22 February): Kris Eberlein to move this to the list of potential DITA 1.3 work items. 
Completed.

Michael concurs with Eliot's formulation in email of 22 February. This is among the work items to 
be incorporated in the DITA 1.3 spec.

CLOSED

5.  ITEM: General implications of multiple uses of the same topic with different keys

E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00036.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Sat, 12 Feb 2011 06:57:41 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00037.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:05:47 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00038.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:31:26 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00040.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 22:04:02 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00041.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 21:47:07 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00042.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 08:27:22 -0500)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00043.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 07:56:28 -0600)

E-mail discussed at 22 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00053.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 17 Feb 2011 06:36:05 -0600)

ACTION (Michael): write this up and post it to the alias.

6.  ITEM: Refinements to DITAVAL for flagging

E-mail discussed at 22 February meeting
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00054.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 07:02:58 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00055.html (Seth 
Park, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 14:15:48 +0000)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00056.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 09:11:37 -0600)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00057.html (Seth 
Park, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 15:29:19 +0000)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00058.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Fri, 18 Feb 2011 09:48:11 -0600)
 o  On 22 February we decided to remove this from the agenda, but then a new e-mail hit the list.

New e-mail (this may best be a new topic):
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00073.html (Jonatan 
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Lundin, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 11:50:39 +0200)
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00083.html (Jonatan 
Lundin, Thu, 24 Feb 2011 17:32:40 +0200)

ACTION (Kris): ask Jonathan to attend the TC call to represent his concerns in discussion, at a 
time when Eliot and other discussants also are present. IBM also is doing some work in this area, 
and should be represented.

7.  ITEM: Question on keyref processing for <data> element

E-mail discussed at 22 February meeting:
 o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00061.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Mon, 21 Feb 2011 14:11:31 -0800)

Action (22 February): Su-Laine Yepo to address this in the FAQ item about "Key resolution for 
complex <topicmeta> content"
OPEN until FAQ written.

8.  NEW ITEM: Question on keyref and duplicate element IDs in composite documents

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00072.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, Tue, 22 Feb 2011 20:20:13 -0800)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00074.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 06:01:49 -0600)

CLOSED. Question answered.

9.  NEW ITEM: Vertical industry vocabulary in DITA 1.3

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00075.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 06:34:07 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00076.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 08:01:34 -0500)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00077.html (Bruce Nevin, 
Wed, 23 Feb 2011 08:16:00 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00078.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 08:25:41 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00080.html (Bryan 
Schnabel, 23 Feb 2011 09:27:56 -0800)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00081.html (Su-Laine 
Yeo, 23 Feb 2011 10:58:02 -0800)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00082.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 13:26:26 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00084.html (Bruce Nevin, 
Thu, 24 Feb 2011 11:29:44 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00087.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 24 Feb 2011 14:35:17 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00089.html (Bruce Nevin, 
Thu, 24 Feb 2011 17:20:07 -0600)
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00090.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Thu, 24 Feb 2011 17:57:30 -0600)

This is related to the discussion that led to a proposal to factorize into separate packages.  
Either develop a base spec that is part of the DITA spec, or produce a delta spec that requires its 
own approval process. Still very sympathetic to this, but the counter-arguments were compelling, 
and seem still to be effective. Kris: and the OASIS approval process is more complex now, there's 
even more overhead. 

Those who were not in that conversation were surprised at the size of the 1.2 spec.

If a SC does the work, a usable work product can be created as a committee draft, and that will be 
adopted as a de facto standard. There shouldn't be an assumption that it will be part of the core 
DITA standard.  If no one wants to own it, why should we do it? 

Learning & Training SC completed their work before any draft of the 1.2 standard was ready. Su-
Laine: it was hard to get responses to questions about the many issues that came up in review. A 
committee draft (presenting SC work) has its own review process separate from the current spec 
release.

This implicates the BusDocs SC metamodel. Would be good to present metamodel to TC, and make it TC 
work going forward.

ACTION (Bruce): Ask BusDocs SC and Rob Hanna to present metamodel to TC.

10.  NEW ITEM: Keyref to <mapref> element

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00094.html (Eliot 
Kimber, Sun, 27 Feb 2011 10:50:51 -0600)

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00096.html (Chris 
Nitchie, Mon, 28 Feb 2011 09:03:19 -0500)
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Chris : xref to keyref where href points to a map rather than a topic : all topics, first topic, or 
undefined? Chris expects undefined. Su-Laine: Agree w/ Eliot that it's a lot more useful if 
defined. Agree it should be consistent with xref with format=ditamap. 

ACTION (Kris): Add to the 1.3 list of documentation changes a proposal to clarify this, with Eliot 
as owner. 

11.  NEW ITEM: Usage of <data-about>

Sun, 27 Feb 2011 10:50:53 -0600 (Eliot Kimber, Sun, 27 Feb 2011 10:50:53 -0600)

This was essentially a question who was using <data-about> and what for, the toolkit doesn't 
recognize it. Some uses under the hood mentioned. Arbortext uses it for data interchange, and IBM 
is using it in some ways. <data> and <data-about> are defined as something that processors should 
ignore.

8:55 PT Adjourn

Follow-Ups:
SCs and work products [was: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 1 March 2011]

From: "Grosso, Paul" <pgrosso@ptc.com>
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MEETING MINUTES: DITA TC 03/08/2011

ACTION ITEM SUMMARY
=====================================================================
Kris - Create a wiki page for review comments on #001 FAQ 
       draft and send an email to the TC list informing them of its 
       location.

Kris - Create a wiki page for review comments on #002 FAQ 
       draft and send an email to the TC list informing them of its 
       location.

Robert - Touch base with Michael this coming week re: #004 to 
         determine how/whether Michael needs assistance in writing 
         up a proposed resolution or whether Robert should assume 
         ownership of that write-up.

Robert - Review Eliot's current description of the issue #005 and 
         use it as a starting place for drafting an FAQ about:

a. Interpretations currently supported by the DITA 1.2 spec language
b. The corrected understanding of how this should be interpreted

and implemented so that there are no backwards-compatibility issues
as we move toward DITA 1.3

TC-members - Review the proposed proposal template this week and be 
             prepared to discuss and (hopefully) approve it next meeting (03/15).

0. Minutes: TC Meeting 03/01/2011
- Moved:    Don Day
- Seconded: Dave Helfinstine
- Approved: Acclamation

00. Subcommittee Reports: Learning and Training Subcommittee (John Hunt)
    - John provided an overview of the history of the Learning and 
      Training Subcommittee (chartered in Fall 2006) and asked the
      TC to consider the work of the L&T SC to be complete as of
      the December 14, 2010 approval of the DITA 1.2 Specification 
      containing the L&T specializations and specification materials.
    - John also mentioned that he would continue to support and promote
      the L&T work through the DITA Adoption TC. 
    - On behalf of the TC, Don congratulated John and his committee 
      on the fine work that they have performed, accepted John's 
      recommendation, and invited TC members to offer thoughts on 
      their work with the L&T specializations. 
    - Eliot noted that it was his getting involved with the L&T
      group that got him involved with DITA specializations in a renewed 
      way.
    - Tools: Don noted that L&T was increasingly being integrated with the 
      latest DITA-compliant editors ... a good sign of the growing 
      interest in and acceptance of the specializations. John noted that
      the L&T materials have not been integrated yet with the common
      set of training authoring tools -- but that there had been



      express interest in doing so. 
    - Kris encouraged John to consider making a formal request of the 
      Adoption TC for a L&T subcommittee. 
    - Processing support: Su-Laine asked John for an update on the 
      state of processing support for the L&T specializations. John 
      reported that the current L&T specializations relied heavily 
      on default processing tools and flows. That said, the L&T 
      SC has posted a set of sample topics and set of XHTML 
      processing extensions for review. John believes that the DITA
      Adoption TC would be a useful venue for collecting information
      about possible new processing opportunities and identifying 
      vendor-driven solutions.
      >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: John described the deliverable as 
          processing "extensions" in my notes.
      >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: John did not reference a specific
          URL in his verbal report. The public web site for the L&T
          samples and documentation is at:
          - http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita-learningspec
      >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: In his verbal report, John did 
          not mention a formal review cycle for the posted materials or
          a formal plan to treat them as TC deliverables.
    - Don suggested to John that he consider writing up a whitepaper
      on his experiences and take-aways from chairing this first and 
      successful subcommittee. Lessons learned and wisdom would be 
      of great interest to both existing and new SC chairs.
    - Don a Kris did not believe that they need to do anything 
      extraordinary at the OASIS level to de-commission the L&T
      SC. The mailing lists and other communication vehicles will 
      remain active.

000. Note to TC Members in the US and Europe
     - OASIS reminds all members that there is a one-week delta between
       the start of Daylight Savings Time in the US (03/13) and in
       Europe (03/21). European TC members will need to dial in to 
       US-based TC meetings one hour early.
     - By the week of 03/27, both continents will be sync'ed -- at least
       in terms of DLST.

001. ITEM: FAQ item about "Question about the order in which keys are resolved"
     - Kris noted to TC members that this FAQ was now ready for review and that
       members should review it this week.
     - AI/Kris: Create a wiki page for review comments on this FAQ draft and send
       an email to the TC list informing them of the location.
      >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: The URL posted in the TC
          wiki Frontpage for review of this issue was:
          - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Givenmultiplekeydefinitions.2Chowdoesaprocessordeterminewhichkeydefinitioniseffective.3F

002. ITEM: FAQ item about "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content"
     - Su-Laine noted that this FAQ draft was ready for review as well.
     - AI/Kris: Create a wiki page for review comments on this FAQ draft and send
       an email to the TC list informing them of the location.
      >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: The URL posted in the TC
          wiki Frontpage for review of this issue was:



          - http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00008.html

003. ITEM: Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction
     - Robert reported that he had talked with Michael Priestley about
       this item, consulted with other people close to the topic technically,
       and concluded:
       a. The current wording in the DITA 1.2 spec supports multiple 
          interpretations.
       b. After discussion and review of that wording, everyone consulted
          seemed to arrive at a common understanding of the intent of the
          spec.
     - Robert and Michael recommended that the DITA 1.2 spec NOT contain an errata 
       statement about this and that it be fixed in the 1.3 spec.
     - TC members discussed the pros and cons of doing something BEFORE DITA 1.3.
     - AI/Robert: Review Eliot's current description of the issue and use it
       as a starting place for drafting an FAQ about:
       a. Interpretations currently supported by the DITA 1.2 spec language.
       b. The corrected understanding of how this should be interpreted
          and implemented so that there are no backwards-compatibility issues
          as we move toward DITA 1.3.

004. ITEM: General implications of multiple uses of the same topic with different keys
     - Robert suggested that the TC not review this in this meeting without 
       Michael on the call.
     - AI/Robert: Touch base with Michael this coming week to determine how/whether 
       Michael needs assistance in writing up a proposed resolution or whether 
       Robert should assume ownership of that write-up.
       >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: As of the TC meeting, no write-up
           on this issue was available for review.

005. NEW ITEM: Subcommittees and work drafts
     - Paul and Don concluded that there was no need to review any open issues 
       with this thread. The emails accurately captured the concerns and 
       proposed suggestions for moving ahead with SC planning and publishing.
     - Kris and Don noted that, as a long-term goal, it would be good to inform SCs about
       the subtleties of these new policies. Drafting a brief summary of the 
       guidelines may be useful and/or needed down the road.

006. NEW ITEM: Question on key resolution for <abbreviated-form> elements.
     - Kris and Su-Laine recommended that this item be considered a part of Item #002 above.

007. ITEM: DITA 1.3 process
     - Robert summarized for the TC the DITA 1.3 process proposal that the TC 
       discussed and approved last summer. 
     - Hearing no new concerns of objections from TC members, Don declared that the approval
       last summer remained in effect and that the process proposal as described would
       be the official process that the TC would follow for DITA 1.3.
     - Kris and Robert informed the TC that a draft of the proposal template was available
       for review.
     - AI/TC-members: Review the proposed proposal template this week and be prepared 
       to discuss and (hopefully) approve it next meeting (03/15).
     - Kris, Don, and Robert noted that existing proposed features for DITA 1.3 would
       need to re-start within the guidelines of this new process. The first step for 
       our new process involves the proposing individual or SC to send the TC an email 



       summarizing the proposed feature. 
       >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: The wiki page concerning this topic that
           referenced on the TC Frontpage was:
           - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process
       >>> SDoherty update [03/14/2011]: The template document referenced on
           the TC Frontpage was:
           - http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/41383/1-3template.dita

Adjournment: 11:55AM/EST
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 March 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 22 Mar 2011 11:28:21 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 March 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com> and Kristen Eberlein <keberlein@stl.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 22 March 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Deb Bissantz; Jo-Ann Hackos; Thilo Buchholtz
o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00037.html (Bruce
Nevin, Tue, 15 Mar 2011 11:24:10 -0500)

> Moved by Don Day, Seconded by Dick Hamilton, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee next week

Action Items:

o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

> Need to reassign the items currently assigned to Gershon.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: FAQ item about "Question about the order in which keys are resolved"
o Ready for TC review; see "What does the term "effective value" mean?" and "Given multiple key

definitions, how does a processor determine which key definition is effective?" at FAQ-items
o Wiki review page: Review-FAQ-#1
o E-mail:

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00030.html
(Kris Eberlein, Tue, 15 Mar 2011 09:04:39 -0400)

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00038.html
(Bruce Nevin, Tue, 15 Mar 2011 16:29:49 -0500)

ACTION (Kris) : Post this FAQ on dita.xml.org.
CLOSED

> Further discussion: We have an errata wiki page; we need to clean up the language. At some point 
we will publish errata, but OASIS process limits us to one of these in six months. One of the work 
items of the TC is to review the language in the spec under DITA Processing, DITA addressing for 
key-based addressing.

2. ITEM: FAQ item about "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content"

o Wiki review page: Review-FAQ-#1
o New e-mail:

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00046.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Mon, 21 Mar 2011 19:00:32 -0700)

> Expanded to determining links in general. Su-Laine updated it yesteday, and it is ready for 
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review again. She has noted a couple of places that seem to be ambiguous in the spec. 

> There are some bugs in the OTK such that it treats these matters differently; this may have given 
rise to divergent user inferences.

HOLD for completion next week.

3. ITEM: Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction

   o  Decided at TC meeting 15 March to issue a FAQ item about this matter. Eliot has written a 
first draft which is available for review at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
   o  Wiki page for review comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-

> Kris: we decided to do a FAQ item only last week. There hasn't been any email discussion. Robert, 
Michael, and other interested people should review what has been written and take it up next week. 

ACTION (All): review Eliot's FAQ on Conditional processing before and after keyspace construction.

4. ITEM: General implications of using one topic with more than one key

   o  E-mail discussed at 15 February meeting:
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00036.html 
(Eliot Kimber, Sat, 12 Feb 2011 06:57:41 -0600)
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00037.html 
(Chris Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:05:47 -0500)
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00038.html 
(Eliot Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 17:31:26 -0600)
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00040.html 
(Chris Nitchie, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 22:04:02 -0500)
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00041.html 
(Eliot Kimber, Mon, 14 Feb 2011 21:47:07 -0600)
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00042.html 
(Chris Nitchie, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 08:27:22 -0500)
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00043.html 
(Eliot Kimber, Tue, 15 Feb 2011 07:56:28 -0600)

   o  E-mail discussed at 22 February meeting:
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00053.html 
(Eliot Kimber, Thu, 17 Feb 2011 06:36:05 -0600)

   o  E-mail discussed at the 15 March meeting:
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00021.html 
(Robert Anderson, Mon, 14 Mar 2011 10:58:29 -0400)

   o  Summary of discussion at 15 March meeting:
      *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00037.html

> Eliot: agree that we're missing a feature that allows an author to make inent explicit in this 
case. 1. What's the implication for conref push, as a special case? 2. In general, when the same 
<topicref> is bound to two different keys in the same map, what needs to be added to the markup to 
capture the author's intent? Don't think @copyto is adequate. It has been used in this way, because 
of how we were using @copyto in the absence of keys. Use of @copyto to ensure a known rendered 
identifier is distinct from this case. 

> Michael: Agreed so long as we agree that use of more than one key doesn't necessarily mean that 
they intend to differentiate those references, it could be an artifact. If we want to provide a 
mechanism to differentiate them, we need to determine what that might be. We don't want to make an 
assumption about the intent without explicit semantics.

> Consensus: This is a discussion for later. 

> Michael: we agree that there's work for 1.3, but we disagree whether there is an FAQ item for 
1.2.  If you can convince me that none of the use cases with conref push would not be accidental 
and therefore a surprise to the user (and some other things) I would be happy to agree. 

ACTION (Michael, Eliot): Discuss use cases where the same topic is referenced with different keys 
and resolve the appropriate way for the TC to proceed.

CLOSED but will reopen when appropriate.

5. ITEM: Extensions to DITA filtering using subjectScheme classification (for discussion 29 March 
2011)

        *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00073.html 
(Jonatan Lundin, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 11:50:39 +0200)
        *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00083.html 
(Jonatan Lundin, Thu, 24 Feb 2011 17:32:40 +0200)

DEFERRED to next week, as noted.
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6. ITEM: DITA 1.3 process

        *  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00008.html (Robert Anderson, Mon, 7 
Feb 2011 11:29:49 -0500)

   o  Wiki page: Proposed process for DITA 1.3 features

   o  DITA 1.3 proposal template (draft): http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/41383/1-3template.dita
        *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00012.html 
(Paul Grosso, Tue, 8 Mar 2011 11:53:01 -0500)

CONTINUED, members should review the template. Subject to revision when we put it in practice for a 
feature proposal for 1.3.

7. CONTINUING ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex

        *  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 
Jan 2011 11:28:35 -0500 -- recent e-mail on thread)
        *  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html 
(Paul Grosso, 22 Feb 2011 13:13:41 -0500 -- scroll down to bottom of e-mail)

> Don asked Bruce how the work of the BusDocs subcommittee bears on this. The main concern is that 
proposals for simplification be undertaken with a view that is as broad as possible, encompassing 
in part unforeseeable requirements of unexpected adopters. Our suggestion is that future direction 
on this in the TC should be based in Don's work making explicit the metamodel that is implicit in 
DITA, and finding connections and commonalities with other metamodel work, including Rob's. 

> Robert: We created a Wiki page to collect information about "What people (really) mean when they 
say `DITA is too complex'?" We need to review what has been collected on the wiki. The proposal 
template will ensure that DITA 1.3 proposals address the issue of complexity. 

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: Re: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 29 March 2011(v2--amended actions and links)

From: "Don Day (LbW)" <donday@learningbywrote.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Mon, 04 Apr 2011 15:03:14 -0500

This version amends the actions and links for the key resolution discussion. My apologies for the botched notes. Please
note revised actions per Kris's corrections.

-- 

Don R. Day
DITA and XML Consultant, 512 244-2868
Co-Chair, OASIS DITA Technical Committee
"Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?"

--T.S. Eliot

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 March 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@learningbywrote.com> and Kristen Eberlein <keberlein@stl.com>
Minutes recorded by Don Day <donday@learningbywrote.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 29 March 2011 at 08:00am PT for 45 minutes (late start due to
phone # confusion).

8:10-8:15 Roll call

* Regrets: Eliot Kimber, Stan Doherty, Bruce Nevin
* Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00051.html (Bruce Nevin, Tue, 22
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Mar 2011 11:28:21 -0500) 
    * Moved by Don, Seconded by Dick Hamilton

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
Bob Beims for SIDSC: Activity has been low lately; he is working to restart the SC work, which has several new
members, had a new kickoff call last week. In a few calls, expects to see getting to new focus. One company wants to
contribute their domain to the SC. Next phase is to interoperate data between companies.

Kris suggested reordering the agenda; work on #3 first:

3. Extensions to DITA filtering (Jonatan Lundin): 
Jonatan briefed: Machine industry found not all attrs in DITA are applicable to MI.
Subject Scheme came along, looked useful for controlling needed subject values.
Could a single filter attr with a generic domain be used in place of domain-specific attributes?

Michael: reviewed existing vs potential new input:
@props was meant to be semantics-free, can be specialized for backwards compatibility for new domains, as well as
binding new subject schemes.
Spec is missing a way to bind vaues to a single attribute rather than specializing. Syntax is intended only for
generalization. Syntax allows for round-tripping, but is painful for direct authoring. Hence specialization is a better
authoring strategy. The proposal for 1.3 is to enable the generalized syntax to be directly authorable and controlled
about through subject shceme in the way that specialized attributes are.

Jonathan agreed with Michael's review and summary. Pointed out that the DITA values discussion doesn't cover
filtering out topicrefs based on subject scheme classification.

Michael: Rephrase: given that we have a way to bind subject definitions to filter attribute values, would it make sense
to have subject values filtered by property values to have the same treatment as filtered attrs?  
(noted that IBM is providing a single filtered interface for content coming from many parts of the company)
Topicmeta for prolog data is another case needing the common handling.
Michael thinks there are other cases (#2) for more complete architecture:
 * map with topicmeta
 * map with prolog
 * attrs in map or topic
 * subjectref in map only

Don: Two issues? documentation on best practices across the board, and specific proposal?
Michael: Yes, two technical issues: 
 1) complex filtering definitions within a single props attr governed by subject schemes, and 
 2) reconciled metadata schemes for filtering including topicmeta or prolog attributes in subjectref

Michael explained current filtering logic based on semantics within the content, noted difficulties with general boolean
logic.
Issues are: Power to author vs power to reuse.
Ways to increase expressability of ditaval file could help increase usability.

Jonatan: Worth exploring, needs evaluated carefully. Cascading rules for conditional attributes is another complexity. 

Michael: More issues for completeness (already noted):
 3) Would like to see more flexibility for the cascading (which is currently always additive). Need a way to declare
when metadata is a blanket assertion vs a blanket default. Should apply for both processing and scope (branch
variation) (this is on the list already)
 4) Separating various ditavals with scope (again, already in the list--brought up by Jeremy Griffith)



*Actions:* Don, add the two new 1.3 items mentioned by Michael

Kris: back to business agenda
1. FAQ item about key resolution:
Su-Laine: No new feedback, per Su-Laine. Looking for input on what a processor should display for an element with a
keyref, assuming binding has been computed. Concern that what's displayed is undefined. What topicmeta elements
should be managed by processor, what is the priority of topicmeta from other content with the keyref on it? Su-Laine is
still uncomfortable that the write-up expresses the best interpretations--it might expose problems wiht the stated design.

Robert notes the described action is opposite of xref, Su-Laine asserts also not what DITA OT is doing.
Kris: what could help us move forward most friutfully?
Su-Laine: get Eliot to review more specifically. Kris suggested that Robert and Michael might help.
*Action:* Michael and Robert and Eliot to review the material about “Key resolution for complex <topicmeta>
content. 
*Action for all* to review the material about “What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and
conditional processing?”. Plan to discuss next week

2. Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction:
No new review comments. Kris urges TC to stay enlightened, needs held for Eliot to be back on the call.

4. DITA complexity:
Not enough time to cover today. Back to forefront next week.
*Action for all* to look at wiki page and two email messages in the agenda (Stan and Paul)--bottom of the email is
germane to this thread.

Kris: Any announcements or questions?

Doug Morrison noted being at a recent HAT meeting where no one had heard of DITA. Kris asked him to record that
observation in the wiki page.

Kris asked Thilo to provide survey results for review next week. Next week is DITA NA. Don will chair, Kris will be
out.

Don noted end of hour; adjourned.

ACTIONS:
1. Don, add the two new 1.3 items mentioned by Michael
2. Michael and Robert and Eliot to review the material about “Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content:
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-#Item.233.3AKeyresolutionforcomplex.3Ctopicmeta.3Econtent. 
3. Action for all: review the material about “What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and
conditional processing?”:
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F . Plan to discuss next
week
4. Action for all: review the DITA Complexity wiki page (http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Perceptions) and two
email messages on today's agenda:
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 2011 11:28:35 -0500 --
recent e-mail on thread)
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html (Paul Grosso, 22 Feb
2011 13:13:41 -0500 -- scroll down to bottom of e-mail)
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 5 April 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 5 Apr 2011 11:19:35 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 5 April 2011

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 5 April 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Ann Hackos, Kris Eberlein, others who are at DITA NA in Baltimore this week
o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00005.html (amended version by Don Day)

> Moved by Bruce Nevin, seconded by Dick Hamilton, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee-next week.
o OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee

Action Items:

o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

> Stan Doherty working on action 0121 re items deferred to 1.3, previously assigned to Gershon 
Joseph.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Extensions to DITA filtering using subjectScheme classification
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00073.html

(Jonatan Lundin, Wed, 23 Feb 2011 11:50:39 +0200)
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00083.html

(Jonatan Lundin, Thu, 24 Feb 2011 17:32:40 +0200)
o Question by Don: Was this implicitly closed by recording the requested new DITA 1.3 items?

CLOSED
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2. ITEM: FAQ item about "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content"
   o  Wiki review page: Review-FAQ-#1
   o  E-mail discussed 22 March:
      http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00046.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Mon, 21 Mar 2011 19:00:32 -0700)
   o  Eliot/Michael/Robert review: "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content": 
      http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
#Item.233.3AKeyresolutionforcomplex.3Ctopicmeta.3Econtent

> Not yet closed, waiting for Su-Laine to complete; may need Eliot's comments as well. Neither on 
the call today. Kris's questions are still open as well.

   o  TC review: "What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and conditional 
processing?":
      http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F

> Comments from Michael and Robert went in the wiki yesterday. TC review still needed.

> Robert: these are separate items, and should be separated in the agenda. 
Don: concur, will make the change.

3. ITEM: Conditional processing before/after keyspace construction

   o  Draft FAQ item, drafted by Eliot: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
   o  Wiki page for review comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
   o  Need Eliot for this discussion. Not on the call today.

OPEN

4. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 
2011 11:28:35 -0500 -- recent e-mail on thread)
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html (Paul 
Grosso, 22 Feb 2011 13:13:41 -0500 -- scroll down to bottom of e-mail)
   o  Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?
TC review requested last week. Some pertinent suggestions in the summary of survey results. Robert: 
We need to understand root causes before undertaking any of the various possible simplifications. 

OPEN

5. CONTINUING ITEM: DITA 1.3 process templates

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201102/msg00008.html (Robert Anderson, Mon, 7 Feb 
2011 11:29:49 -0500)
   o  Wiki page: Proposed process for DITA 1.3 features
   o  DITA 1.3 proposal template (draft): http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/41383/1-3template.dita
   o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00012.html (Paul 
Grosso, Tue, 8 Mar 2011 11:53:01 -0500)

> This is the template to be used. If experience indicates further change is required, we'll deal 
with it then. As an active agenda item for discussion, this item is therefore . . . 

CLOSED

6. NEW ITEM: Question on "Elements that may refer to elements within maps or topics"

   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00068.html (Yeo)

> Su-Laine is correct that this is an area that hasn't been discussed. Responses encouraged in 
email this week.

OPEN

7. NEW ITEM: Question on @locktitle for topichead and topicgroup elements
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00069.html (Yeo)
   o  Actions needed to update info?

> Probably no, it doesn't do anything. As Bruce said it just got pulled in with the attribute 
group. Some of the other attributes in the group are appropriate and needed. Robert will send his 
assessment to the alias.
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OPEN

8. NEW ITEM: DITA 1.2 Survey results
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00006.html (Summary, posted by Buchholz)
   o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00007.html (Full, ")

> We stepped through the summary of results PPT that Thilo and JoAnn produced. Appears to be 
representative (24 distinct companies), albeit with not as many responses as we would wish. Thilo 
will send PDF because open source software did not display slide 4 of the PPT properly. We need to 
revieew and discuss the more detailed documents as well as the summary. We will discuss further how 
to apply this information, particularly to the problem of perceived complexity.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 12 April 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 12 Apr 2011 11:20:48 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 12 April 2011

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com and Kristen Eberlein <keberlein@stl.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 12 April 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call
o Regrets: Doug Morrison

> Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00012.html (Nevin)

Moved by Don Day, seconded by Deb Bizantz, approved by acclamation.

BUSINESS:
1. ITEM: FAQ item about "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content"

o Wiki review page: Review-FAQ-#1
o E-mail discussed 22 March:

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00046.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Mon, 21 Mar 2011 19:00:32 -0700)

o Eliot/Michael/Robert review: "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content":
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
#Item.233.3AKeyresolutionforcomplex.3Ctopicmeta.3Econtent

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00016.html (Yeo, new draft)
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-

> Su-Laine: Has evolved to a general discussion of how to render content with keyref in it. Spec 
seems to say that content in <topicmeta> should always win. Discussion with Robert Anderson last 
night suggested it's desirable to allow an option by which local content would win, e.g. content 
within an <xref> element, leaving it up to the processor. Processor developers would probably make 
it a parameter. Michael: This raises concerns about consistency across processors. Probably better 
to specify an option to permit local content. 
> Chris: Not sure it's needed. The map is in charge, and what the map says should rule. What's 
special about this case? Su-Laine: Robert said the user would be extremely surprised if they put 
content in their xref element and it was not used. For content that is not visible, we would expect 
metadata to win. It's generally the case that whatever you put in an xref element in particular is 
always used. Michael: From the reuser's point of view, if you want to redirect an xref, you're 
probably going to want to change the xref text as well, so there does have to be a way to do it in 
the map rather than in the topic. You summarized pretty neatly the justification for the behavior 
now prescribed in the spec. That works where the author and the keyref writer are the same person. 
Fine with adding that as a processor option as long as it's just a processor option. 
> Chris: maybe we need something on the key definition that says which direction the authority 
lies, and maybe we need something in the topic that indicates that. Su-Laine: yes, maybe an 
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attribute rather than a parameter is better.
> Eliot: Is this analogous to @locktitle? Michael: And don't we have a @lockmeta attribute? That's 
probably a good candidate. Don: Good discussion, and you're right, we should take it further on the 
list. Su-Laine: and we should discuss whether that control should be on the key-defining element or 
the key-bearing element. Michael, Eliot: the key-defining element, per Chris's example. 

CONTINUE discussion on the list and next week.

2. ITEM: FAQ item about "Interaction between key resolution or key binding and conditional 
processing"
   o Draft FAQ item, drafted by Eliot: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F

ACTION (All)): Review this FAQ item and discuss on the list in preparation for next week.

3. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 2011 
11:28:35 -0500 -- recent e-mail on thread)
   o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html (Paul 
Grosso, 22 Feb 2011 13:13:41 -0500 -- scroll down to bottom of e-mail)
   o Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?

> Don: What do we want to accomplish here? We can continue taking input, but when do we start 
formulating actions? Su-Laine: We could start a new section of the wiki on solutions to the 
problem. Michael: cross-refer solutions to problems. Kris: some solutions are already in the page. 
Michael: yes, we should abstract them out. 
> Michael, Paul: DITA lite has relevance. Part of the challenge is adoption of features as 
appropriate. Part of it is (through the Adoption TC) responding to misperceptions, when someone 
thinks only of those parts of DITA that are familiar to them. (Example of <draft-comment>, which 
has been in DITA since 1.0.) Eliot: Also the converse, seeing only those features that are used and 
seeing everything else as unneeded complexity. Bruce: We should be alert to these and formulate 
them as topics for the DITA Adoption TC to write papers about. Don: e.g. for <draft-comment>, a 
topic "what's available in DITA for life-cycle management?" 
> Chris: we talked about factoring the spec. Michael: that was the original proposal for 1.2, and 
it was repeatedly shot down. The problem is the dependency between the chunks. Specializations are 
always deltas against the base. If you only talk about the delta, it's not useful; if you include 
the base you're duplicating, with an explosion in page count. Chris: A high degree of 
interdependence is a pretty good definition of complexity. Michael: in any other context, I'd say 
you need to go to DITA in dynamic publishing. We have the technology that would support this. It's 
not too far off IBM's knowledge center strategy. The challenge would be OASIS process, but we would 
be dealing with different people. Kris: Now would be the time to do that. We have an opportunistic 
window right now. Eliot: There's no requirement that the spec be published through OASIS. Don: Yes, 
it's already available through other venues. 
> Eliot: Arch spec has Base, tech content, and Learning & Training. [Missed further comment.] Kris: 
many of the elements adopters want are specialized, not base elements. Eliot: things like 
specialization, addressing, conref, these are independent of elements. I'd like to see an eventual 
future in which these features are core aspects of the architecture independent of the vocabulary.

ACTION (Don): Start a new heading on solutions. 
CONTINUE discussion on the list and next week.

4. ITEM: Question on "Elements that may refer to elements within maps or topics"
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00068.html (Yeo)
(No discussion)
CONTINUE 

5. ITEM: Question on @locktitle for topichead and topicgroup elements
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00069.html (Yeo)
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00010.html (Anderson summary)
(No discussion)
CONTINUE 

6. New ITEM: Editorial Suggestion: Formally define the term "root map"
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00013.html (Kimber)

>Eliot: It may in fact not be possible to define such a term. Don: It may merit an article.
CONTINUE discussion on the list and next week.

7. New ITEM: Clarification of implications of index-see-also (apparent editorial update?)
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00018.html (Kimber)
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00020.html (Grosso)

ACTION (Eliot): put this in the update list and indicate Paul Grosso as the owner.

8. ITEM: DITA 1.2 Survey results
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00006.html (Summary, posted by Buchholz)
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00007.html (Full, ")
   o Need TC's discussion on using this knowledge
(No discussion)
CONTINUE
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8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 12 April 2011

From: "Grosso, Paul" <pgrosso@ptc.com>
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 19 April 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 19 Apr 2011 11:39:18 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 19 April 2011

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com and Kristen Eberlein <keberlein@stl.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 19 April 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Paul Grosso, Richard Hamilton
> Quorum was established.

> Don and Kris will both be away May 24; Bruce will chair; we will need a scribe.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00024.html (Nevin)

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00026.html (Revised attribution, Day)
Don moved, Stan seconded, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee (Mark Lewis) - next week

Action Items:

o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
Covered in business below.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: FAQ item "How should elements with keyref attributes be rendered? (formerly 'Key
resolution for complex <topicmeta> content')"

o Wiki review page: Review-FAQ-#1
o E-mail discussed 22 March:

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201103/msg00046.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Mon, 21 Mar 2011 19:00:32 -0700)

o Eliot/Michael/Robert review: "Key resolution for complex <topicmeta> content":
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
#Item.233.3AKeyresolutionforcomplex.3Ctopicmeta.3Econtent

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00016.html (Yeo, new draft)
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-

  o  Rendering keyref-bearing elements: using topicmeta vs local content
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     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00031.html (Yeo and discussion)

> Either could win, depending on the value of the @lockmeta attribute.
> Chris: this overloads that attribute. Su-Laine: inevitable when you're using an existing 
attribute. @lockmeta is not only used for something somewhat different, but the default is 
potentially wrong for this new use. Eliot: a control needs to be available to the author to say 
whether or not they're forcing an override; a separate control may be needed. Kris: may need to 
defer to 1.3. Robert: certainly can't handle it elegantly in 1.2. We either make it processor 
choice, or we overload the attribute. Neither choice is good. Su-Laine: the meaning of @lockmeta is 
right. Could argue that the attribute is overloaded already, because you can only lock all the 
metadata or none of it. This is peculiar because it's using metadata as actual content. 
> Don: Safest thing is to put out advice to implementors, with an indication where we're going for 
1.3. If we build too much functionality and decide to remove it later we'd have backward 
compatibility issues. Is there any safe recommendation for now? Eliot: Don't use the feature? Don: 
that's a point for DITA complexity. Eliot: for the specific use case of using term or keyword to 
reference a glossaryentry, local content is never overriden. This is for lements that employs a 
keyref but not href. Su-Laine, Robert: That's what we understood too, but it's the opposite of what 
the spec says.
> Eliot: in the topic on processing key references, the second paragraph says that local content 
should win. Robert: that identifies the elements to put through that list. That would make me 
happy. Obviously it's not clear to a lot of people, and some people have taken it the opposite way. 
Eliot: that's how I understood the proposal, and that's what I intended this part of the spec to 
say. Robert: We need to clarify that these rules for matching element content only apply when the 
elements that refer to the key are empty. Eliot: Two use cases, (1) I want the content to 
completely replace, as in glossary, (2) I want control, but I want to use keys for the sake of 
reuse. Robert: Glossaries illustrate the point, but there's no special treatment involved for that 
edge case.

ACTION (Su-Laine): complete the FAQ and update the 1.3 list.
CLOSED contingent on action.

2. ITEM: FAQ item about "Interaction between key resolution or key binding and conditional 
processing"

  o  TC review the draft: "What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and 
conditional processing?": http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
     * Wiki page for review comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
     * Need Eliot for this discussion

> There has been no discussion this week. Close this item when we're ready to post the FAQ item on 
xml.org.

ACTION (Kris): Carry out an editorial pass.

3. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex

  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 2011 
11:28:35 -0500 -- recent e-mail on thread)
  o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html (Paul 
Grosso, 22 Feb 2011 13:13:41 -0500 -- scroll down to bottom of e-mail)
  o  New wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?
  o  New direction: Discuss solutions by number (refer to previous link)

> Kris: The question is what are the core elements that people really use. Su-Laine: also which 
attributes, which processing features, and what values to change from the defaults. Don: This can 
be expressed as the functionality that fits within a simple application. Chris: What is the content 
model, present that in a straightforward way. Processing features, e.g. topic processing vs. map 
processing. Attributes on <topicref> require some serious study; for example, the attributes you 
need to set for an <xref> to an external website. 
> Robert: watch out for any implication that this is all you need. Some have promoted this sort of 
thing. Kris: I don't think you need to worry about the Adoption TC doing that. They've been very 
thoughtful. 
> Don: process could handle some of the searching, mapping, attribute values for the user. Chris: 
Yes, the ArborText editor does that. But some users still create surprises for themselves. Don: we 
might draft what some of those expected behaviors could be. Robert: a guide for implementers to 
simplify their use for users? Don: Yes, there's a difference between explaining and actually making 
use easier. Robert: OK, but I thought this was addressed to users rather than to implementers. 
Kris: That's out of scope for either TC. Robert: A hazard is that you'll get some who implement ten 
features and claim to support DITA. The complexity issue is of far more concern to the user base. 
If implementers want to use as a focus, that's fine. Stan: A simple guide, and some sample files. I 
can forward this idea from the DITA Help Adoption SC  to the Adoption TC. Kris: make sure they're 
aware of the wiki page and are considering the issues.

ACTION (Stan): Take these concerns to the Adoption TC.
ACTION (Kris): Make the new page a new heading in the existing wiki page.
CONTINUED for further discussion.

4. ITEM: Question on "Elements that may refer to elements within maps or topics"
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00068.html (Yeo)
CONTINUED for further discussion.
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5. ITEM: Question on @locktitle for topichead and topicgroup elements

  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00069.html (Yeo)
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00010.html (Anderson summary)
CONTINUED for further discussion.

6. New ITEM: Editorial Suggestion: Formally define the term "root map"
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00013.html (Kimber)
CONTINUED for further discussion.

7. ITEM: DITA 1.2 Survey results

  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00006.html (Summary, posted by Buchholz)
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00007.html (Full, ")
  o  Need TC's discussion on using this knowledge

CONTINUED for further discussion.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn
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dita message
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 26 April 2011 rev.

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Thu, 28 Apr 2011 13:03:42 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 26 April 2011

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 26 April 2011 at 08:00am PT for 45 minutes.

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

8:00-8:05 Roll call
o Regrets: Deb Bissantz, Thilo Buchholtz, Kris Eberlein, Dave Helfinstine, Doug Morrison
> Quorum was established.

> Don and Kris will both be away May 24; Bruce will chair; we will need a scribe.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00037.html (Nevin)

> Acceptance of minutes moved by Don Day, seconded by Dick Hamilton, approved by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA for the Web Subcommittee (John Hunt, Mark Lewis)

> Mark: The subcommittee has been on sabbatical for a couple of months. We have a document now in 
review, looking for feedback, particularly from John Alsop (author of book on microformats), and 
Alan Hauser. Our use cases are not just for microformats but also DITA for the web. There will be a 
second wiki page as well on microformats as they concern DITA. A planning meeting is scheduled to 
determine what to take up next. Perhaps some vendor demonstrations on microXML. 

> John: We emphasize that these are wiki pages, collaborative documents representing work in 
progress and summarizing exchanges on the subcommittee. We would like new members and are looking 
for referrals and recommendations of anyone who might be interested.

> Don: How can we increase the visibility of the SC's activities? Mark: This review will help. 
Please forward these documents to anyone who may be interested. Don: I remind everyone that such 
input is not a formal OASIS contribution. Mark: Yes, and we have the proper disclaimer on these 
documents.

>Information subsequently provided is hereby inserted in the minutes:

>>The DITA for the Web subcommittee has been exploring the use of Microformats with DITA.

>>We originally started writing specifications, but decided that we needed to document the use 
cases first. We would appreciate all thoughts and feedback on this document. The use cases offered 
are not really limited to Microformats and can be used to educate on a variety of uses of DITA for 
the Web. Feel free to share these documents with anyone that you think would be interested.   

>>Disclaimer: This document reflects exploratory work. It is not a reliable guide on the future 
direction of DITA. It should not be taken as guidance for using DITA or for developing DITA tools. 

>>This paper summarizes the recommendations and best practices guidelines for the use of DITA 
content on the Web that is delivered in XHTML Microformat. These ideas are offered as a collection 
of use cases. 
>>http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/WebSubcommittee/Microformats_Use_Cases

>>We also created a document with some definitions and vocabulary that we needed to hold our own 
discussions. This is a quick read, and we would appreciate feedback on this document as well.
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>>This document provides definitions and background material to support the DITA and Microformats 
Use Case document created by this subcommittee. 
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/WebSubcommittee/microformats

Action Items:

 o  Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: FAQ item about "Interaction between key resolution or key binding and conditional 
processing"

  * TC review the draft: "What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and 
conditional processing?": http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
 o  Wiki page for review comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
 o  Need Eliot for this discussion
 o  Close once we're ready to post FAQ item on xml.org.

>No update posted from Kris.
CONTINUED next week.

2. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201101/msg00051.html (Stan Doherty, Tue, 18 Jan 2011 
11:28:35 -0500 -- recent e-mail on thread)
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201102/msg00069.html (Paul 
Grosso, 22 Feb 2011 13:13:41 -0500 -- scroll down to bottom of e-mail)
  * Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?
  * New direction: Discuss solutions by number (refer to previous link)

> Michael: This page needs more structure before we can proceed with a TC discussion. Problems and 
suggestions are intermixed. We need to separate these out into cross-referring problems and 
solutions. Number the problem statements, and make a table of solutions at the bottom, with 
references to the numbered problems. A given solution may address more than one problem.

ACTION (Stan Doherty): work on the organization of the Wiki page on complexity of DITA.

3. ITEM: Question on "Elements that may refer to elements within maps or topics"

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00068.html (Yeo)

> Su-Laine: haven't looked at this much because of short week. There are different views on dealing 
with glossary entries. Perhaps people are expecting different results, but it's not clear to me 
why. Those who have raised issues should please clarify. 
> Eliot: the wording of the spec is that local text is never replaced by whatever the @keyref is 
pointing to. Wouldn't expect glossary references to behave differently. 
> Su-Laine: the wiki text doesn't reflect this yet. 
> Don: Do we all agree that this is correct? [No disagreement.] 
> Don: Are there any possible edge cases that we may want to tease out? 
> Su-Laine: We may have to look at images, and where alt text comes from for images. 
> Don: would expect it to stay with its parent image. 
> Su-laine: there's no way of doing that with our current @keyref  mechanism. 
> Eliot: that's a use case we forgot about. We thought about referencing images pretty late. 
> Don: If <image> really only pointed to an image and no text there wouldn't be a problem. 
> Su-Laine: Fortunately, <object> can't have @keyref .  
> Eliot: the workaround is to use @conkeyref to pull in an <image> element. The problem is because 
we're establishing a relationship to a non-XML resource. Needs more thought to figure out the right 
answer. 
> Su-Laine: Waiting for a response from David Helfinstine, hope to clear that up this week. 
> Paul: He's out the rest of this week. 
> Don: We'll go ahead and close this item with your update to the FAQ, and come back to it if 
further discussion merits.

ACTION (Su-Laine): put the problem of @keyref  to <image> on the DITA 1.3 list.
CLOSED

4. ITEM: Question on @locktitle for topichead and topicgroup elements

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00069.html (Yeo)

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00010.html (Anderson summary)

> Su-Laine: Robert's summary made sense. Have added an item to the DITA 2.0 list suggesting we 
deprecate these items. 

ACTION (Su-Laine): Add to the DITA 1.3 list a need to clarify the spec language about @locktitle.

5. New ITEM: Editorial Suggestion: Formally define the term "root map"
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  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00013.html (Kimber)

> Eliot: No one has expressed concern. To my mind, leaving it without formal definition is good 
enough for DITA 1.2, and attempting such a definition looks like it will lead into some sticky 
issues. Don, Eliot: This should go on the DITA 1.3 list.

ACTION (Eliot): put on the DITA 1.3 list the need for a formal definition of "root map".
CLOSED.

6. New ITEM: Conref Push Via Keys and Implications of Normal-Mode Key Definitions

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00042.html (Kimber)

[Eliot mentioned in passing that "normal mode" means part of the navigation tree.]

> Eliot: This came from the agenda item for Michael and me to discuss about pushing to the same 
topic with different keys. We agreed that we needed to think about it more. On reflection, I came 
to agree with Michael. We agree that a push to a topic is a push to that topic in all contexts 
irrespective of how addressing works. 
> Don: Is there a question to the TC now?
> Eliot: Does anyone think I was right before, or can we put this to rest? Chris: I agree with 
where you wound up. 
> Eliot moved to withdraw the original request for action by the TC, Bruce seconded, passed by 
acclamation.
> Don: Is the discussion worth capturing in a FAQ or adding to the arch spec? Eliot: This 
originally arose from a paragraph in my book. Probably worth capturing somewhere. I could put it in 
my book. Don: Any objection to letting that be the extent of our action. Chris (?): it will also be 
in the minutes.

CLOSED

7. ITEM: DITA 1.2 Survey results

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00006.html (Summary, posted by Buchholz)
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00007.html (Full, ")
  * Need TC's discussion on using this knowledge

Don: Need Thilo, JoAnn, or both to discuss this. [Agreed]

CONTINUED

8. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting

8:40-8:45 PT Announcements/Opens
8:45 PT Adjourn
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 May 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "Su-Laine Yeo" <su-laine.yeo@justsystems.com>, "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 10 May 2011 09:02:08 -0500

Looks like I misheard or anyway mistyped the word "acronyms" as
"attributes".

I guess I need to check links and not just copy them. Here's the correct
URL for April 26 minutes:

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00045.html

Good catch! Amended minutes for 5/3 attached.

 /B

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Su-Laine Yeo [mailto:su-laine.yeo@justsystems.com] 
> Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 5:56 PM
> To: dita
> Subject: RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 
> 3 May 2011
> 
> Hi Bruce,
> 
> The minutes for May 3 should say that we approved the amended 
> April 26 minutes. The draft minutes you just sent have a link 
> to the April 19 minutes. Could you please replace that link 
> with a link to the April 26 minutes?
> 
> Regarding:
> 
> > JoAnn: Is what we say about expansion of attributes 
> incorrect because
> of this issue? We we expect expansion only in the first 
> occurrence. Is there a use case for expansion elsewhere?
> 
> I think JoAnn's question was about something other than 
> expansion of attributes. I think it was something about how 
> glossary elements are processed, although I can't remember 
> exactly what it was. JoAnn, do you remember?
> 
> Best,
> Su-Laine
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Bruce Nevin (bnevin) [mailto:bnevin@cisco.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 9:25 AM
> To: dita
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> Subject: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 May 2011
> 
>  
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------
> To unsubscribe from this mail list, you must leave the OASIS 
> TC that generates this mail.  Follow this link to all your 
> TCs in OASIS at:
> https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/portal/my_workgr
> oups.php 
> 
> 

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 May 2011

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 3 May 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

8:00-8:05 Roll call
 o  Regrets: Chris Nitchie
> Quorum was established.

> Don and Kris will both be away May 24; Bruce will chair; we will need a scribe.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
 o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00045.html (Nevin)

> Acceptance of minutes moved by Don Day, seconded by Su-Laine, approved by acclamation.

Discussion of goals of minutes.

> Don: Paul asked for URLs to flesh out the minutes. When a URL is not available during the 
meeting, we should note that as an action and not hold up the minutes. 
> Paul: That's OK, should probably be a rare case.
> Don: Yes, and presenters should be prepared with a URL at the time. 
> Don: The other matter was that we missed discussing an item in the agenda. 
> Su-Laine: We just needed to get the minutes to reflect what we actually did discuss. We didn't 
discuss the topic that was listed in the agenda, we discussed something else. 
> Don: When we get to items 6 and 7, let's make sure that it's straightened out.
> Su-Laine: We need to make the same correction to today's agenda that we made to last week's 
minutes. We agreed last week on what is now item 3a, and that's still open for discussion today. We 
need to remove what is now item 3 from the agenda.
> Kris: Done.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

 o OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (Stan?)

> Updating feature proposals for 1.3. Will soon need some guidance as to templates and process in 
the next month or month and a half. What timeframe would the TC like to see reports and proposals.
> We've been engaging with vendors. People tend to learn about DITA as much through the tools 
vendors as through the TC. We've been soliciting participation. Response has been both supportive 
and critical. 
> Ongoing, we've been working with DITA help users and getting feedback about their experiences and 
challenges, and including this information in our reports.

ACTION (Don): Alert Mark Boses to be prepared to report next week for the OASIS DITA for Enterprise 
Business Documents Subcommittee.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: FAQ item about "Interaction between key resolution or key binding and conditional 
processing"
  o  TC review the draft: "What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and 
conditional processing?": http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
   * Wiki page for review comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
   * Waiting for Kris to edit
   * Close once we're ready to post FAQ item on xml.org.

> Kris: I'm about halfway through a draft, and will give it to Eliot for review when it's ready. 
After that, I'll report to the TC. If some of the impetus for the FAQ was that language in the 1.2 
spec was unclear, we want to be sure it is clear in the FAQ.

> Don: In the following agenda items, we need to discriminate 1.2 from 1.3 items clearly.
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2. NEW ITEM: Question: Definition of "undefined key"
  o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201104/msg00049.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Tue, 26 Apr 2011 13:05:12 -0700)
  o  9 responses, see http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201104/threads.html#00049
  o  Participants in thread: Su-Laine Yeo, Eliot Kimber, Bruce Nevin

> Su-Laine: this is a 1.2 issue because the term apparently is not defined in the 1.2 spec. Can we 
get a volunteer to write this FAQ item?
> Eliot: The definition of a key is a separate matter from the resolvability of a resource to which 
the key refers. We did identify an 'edge case' that actually is fairly common. We need to either 
specify correct behavior or say that processors are free to decide. Given that it's an omission, it 
probably should be treated as an erratum.

ACTION (Eliot): Write a draft of clarified text for inclusion in the errata.
CLOSED pending action.

3. NEW ITEM: Question on alt text for links defined using keyref
  o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201104/msg00050.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Tue, 26 Apr 2011 14:14:58 -0700)

> Su-Laine: Pertains to rendering elements and topics with keyrefs. Where does alt text come from? 
Should local alt text win, or alt text from <topicmeta>? 
> Kris: In the spec we say there's only one circumstance when content in the map overrides local 
content, namely, when you have a @copyto attribute value.

ACTION (Kris): send Su-Laine a link to information about the @copy-to case
CLOSED pending action.

4. NEW ITEM: Question: local content in <abbreviated-form> element with keyref
  o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201104/msg00051.html (Su-
Laine Yeo, Tue, 26 Apr 2011 15:22:55 -0700)
  o  Two responses, see http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201104/threads.html#00051
  o  Participants in thread: Su-Laine Yeo, Bruce Nevin

> Su-Laine: the spec doesn't say what to do if the <abbreviated-form> element has content as well 
as a keyref. We could leave this unspecified, or address it in errata.
> Bruce: Could say in a FAQ item that you could use local content as a fallback, but there are good 
reasons not to.
> JoAnn: Is what we say about expansion of acronyms incorrect because of this issue? We we expect 
expansion only in the first occurrence. Is there a use case for expansion elsewhere?
> Su-Laine: To make content comprehensible to people who are using a viewer to view the source 
(authoring or translation) without resolving keyref. They would see a gap.
> Kris: Abbreviated-form is only going to work in conjunction with keys. People are really 
interested in glossary support, and aren't getting good answers from the spec and from the current 
implementation in the OT.
> Eliot: The general issue of having an empty element with a keyref accrues to any element with 
keyref. The only thing an editor can do is present the actual key name. For authors to put local 
text there simply to provide a fallback is a bad idea. 
> Su-Laine: the spec doesn't say for <abbreviated-form> that local content wins. 
> Eliot: It should, that's the general rule.
> Eliot, Michael: The only reason I can think that the spec allows content there is that it has to 
allow it in a resolved result. Once you resolve keyref, you must still have valid DITA. 
> Eliot: However, the reference says that it is empty in all contexts in which it can be used.
> Bruce: Then how can it have children after resolution of keyref?
> Consensus: a non-issue.

CLOSED.

5. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex
  o  http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201105/msg00001.html (Stan 
Doherty, TMon, 02 May 2011 13:51:09 -0400 -- recent e-mail on thread)
  o  Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?

> Stan Doherty: The goal of the wiki was to collect information. I've had the action to organize 
it. I put in boldface markers numbering complexity items and potential solutions. At the end, I put 
in an issue-to-solution matrix, correlating issues to solutions.  There's a blank column where an 
issue has no proposed solution. At the very end is a list of the proposed solutions.
> Don: This is a very useful compilation. How shall we proceed from here? One approach would be to 
identify items for resolution in DITA 1.3 and items for the Adoption TC. Bruce: seems unlikely 
there would be FAQ or errata items here, we'd have noticed.
> Michael: There are some duplicates, might be worth cleaning that up. 
> Stan: I decided to let the TC decide about duplicates. 
> Michael: yes, that was the right thing. Might be useful to indicate which ones are duplicates. I 
don't think it's a big task. Then we need to review this in a TC meeting.
> Don, JoAnn: We'll review the 1.3 items next week, and the rest two weeks from now, when we will 
have good representation from the Adoption TC.

ACTION (Stan): Clearly indicate duplications in the issue/resolution matrix.
ACTION (Don): Move this item to a higher point in the agenda.
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6. ITEM: How should elements with keyref attributes be rendered?
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00034.html (Yeo)
> Su-Laine: This is finished and ready to go in the FAQ. Will post to dita.xml.org.

CLOSED.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn

References:
DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 May 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 May 2011

From: "Su-Laine Yeo" <su-laine.yeo@justsystems.com>
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 10 May 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 10 May 2011 14:14:06 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 10 May 2011

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 10 May 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: JoAnn Hackos, Eliot Kimber, Michael Priestley

> Quorum was established.
> Don and Kris will both be away May 24; Bruce will chair; we will need a scribe.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00013.html (Nevin, amended version)

> Acceptance moved by Don, seconded by Dick Hamilton, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee *Boses)

> Michael Boses: The SC is interested in helping organizations adopt DITA as an authoring standard 
by comparing DITA with the structural model of identified business documents, and helping them 
understand how to harmonize the structures of their documents with DITA and how to deploy it to 
different departments and applications without creating islands and silos. For this, we need to 
provide the simplest deployment in all sorts of editors, some of them limited in presentation and 
function. 

We also looked into semantic metamodels and how they apply to business documents. These document 
types are common to many industries. There is much call for document types other than for tech pubs 
from pharmaceutical, financial, marketing, central government, divisional government, NGOs, and 
more. Types include protocol study reports, control documents, project analyses, SOPs, legislative 
memoranda, situation analyses, committee proceedings, reports, and so on. Topic orientation, topic 
boundaries, and reuse of content, are all very important, but authoring a contiguous document is 
particularly important to these adopters. Two foci emerge:
> 1. Aggregated authoring 
> 2. A core business topic
> There are diverse ways to do aggregated authoring. Potential adopters want to see a recognized
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and well supported way to do this. We have drafted a 23-page document that describes the user 
requirements and the various approaches with pros and cons. We'd like this to be ready by the end 
of June. Questions to the TC: What is the right forum  and form to do this? What's the TC's 
guidance to get this done in a reasonable time?
> Our work on the notion of a core business topic overlaps the discussion of the complication of 
DITA. Organizations trying to apply DITA to their document types and structures have an enormity of 
detail to try to grasp. Rather than grapple with the full standard and determine what to leave out, 
it's much easier for them to grasp a simplified topic and then investigate what they need to add 
from the full DITA standard. We would like to provide a constrained topic for this purpose as part 
of the aggregated authoring offering.
> Don: As to TC review of the SC draft, probably best to schedule a review the second week of June 
after most members have returned from conferences send out a notice and get it on the TC agenda. 

ACTION (Michael Boses): Send links to document etc. mid June announcing review.
ACTION (Don Day): Put the review of the document in the agenda for a following meeting.
ACTION (Bruce): Tell JoAnn and Gershon that the Technical Communication SC is up next

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201105/msg00001.html (Stan 
Doherty, TMon, 02 May 2011 13:51:09 -0400 -- recent e-mail on thread)
   * Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00006.html (Doherty updates this past 
week)

> Stan: I have reduced the apparent complexity of the complexity matrix by consolidating closely 
related items into groups.
> Don: What are the TC steps for ranking these? Do we want to be issues driven, or do we want to 
put some thought into how we want to organize topics for DITA 1.3? 
> Bruce: The latter sounds like a more productive course for us in the long term. 
> Don: Let's review and discuss this matrix in the coming week, considering what should be in the 
scope of DITA 1.3.
> Stan: We have a proposal process in place that permits anything to come to the table, though it 
must be proven necessary. Are we limiting proposals to this matrix? 
> Don: We should have some architectural goals in place to guide ranking.
> Robert: It makes sense to say we want to come up with some goals and use them to weight 
decisions. However, the notion of ranking is of some concern to me. What's the goal of ranking? 
Include only the top ten items?
> Bruce: triage is a separate process.
> Robert: I don't think we can draw a line. Items 15 through 17 may be really urgent for some 
people. Don: survival of the fittest, then.
> Bruce: I take your point that we're too ill informed now to assign priorities.
> Stan: A first order categorization might be TC, Adoption TC, too wild to consider, that sort of 
categorization. 
> Robert: If we want to allocate to the two committees, that sounds fine. But we shouldn't spend 
too much time on these while they're still such vague ideas. 
> Don: We need to look at how completely we have covered what we need to consider for DITA 1.3.
> Bruce: The complexity findings are only one source of info for DITA 1.3.
> Don: How do we know when we've finished with our issues list? If this is being driven primarily 
by issues reported to the field, how do we ensure that we consider issues that need to be advanced?  
> Robert: I think we just need to start and see where we get. I don't think we can rule out people 
coming up with changes along the way. The new idea is that it should be a hard sell to get 
something into the spec, whether it's already on the list or gets proposed months down the road. We 
can't figure out our cutoff point now.
> Don: That's reasonable. Revising the question: With DITA 1.3 for the time being probably the last 
major version before we start thinking about DITA 2.0, do we need to do any thinking about DITA 1.3 
to get people preparing? 
> Robert: That requires its own discussion. DITA 2.0 is so far out that we'd need a very clear 
crystal ball to guide any discussion. We may put some forcasts of DITA 2.0 changes in the DITA 1.3 
spec, but generally we avoid that, because too often such things ultimately are not designed as 
expected.
> Robert: Stan, are you offering to do the triage of the complexity issues? 
> Stan: JoAnn and Kris wanted to be in the discussion. Grouping e.g. for Adoption TC may meet 
revision, for example. The process that we have in place effectively describes the triage process. 
We could make a handoff of identified items to the Adoption TC an explicit part of that process; 
it's implicit now.
> Stan: The process is focused on new features. I'm guessing that near zero of the items in this 
wiki are features. 
> Robert: Ah, what I've said then doesn't apply to this. Yes, we should move ahead with a triage on 
the matrix, and probably moving most of them over to adoption is right. We should do this when Kris 
and JoAnn are present.

ACTION (Don): Set a new agenda item for discussion of 1.3 features 

2. ITEM: FAQ item about "Interaction between key resolution or key binding and conditional 
processing"

   * TC review the draft: "What is the interaction between key resolution or key binding and 
conditional processing?": http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-
items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenkeyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
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 o  Wiki page for review comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
 o  Waiting for Kris to edit
 o  Close once we're ready to post FAQ item on xml.org.

CONTINUED waiting for Kris's action.

3. ITEM: Question on @locktitle for topichead and topicgroup elements
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201103/msg00069.html (Yeo)
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00010.html (Anderson summary)

> DECISION: For DITA 1.2, clarify the language as discussed.
> for DITA 1.3, this is covered in proposal 13073
> (see http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposals#preview).
CLOSED

4. ITEM: DITA 1.2 Survey results
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00006.html (Summary, posted by Buchholz)
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00007.html (Full, ")
   * Need TC's discussion on using this knowledge
CONTINUED

5. New ITEM: OASIS TC F2F Meeting Option
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00007.html (Don, fwd from Harnad)
> Don: International Cloud Symposium in the U.K. presents potential for f2f meeting. Do enough of 
us have reason either to be at that conference or at another close by? The two that I've listed are 
probably out of scope. Are there others? [None proposed.]
OPEN inviting further suggestions.

We all expressed thanks to Su-Laine for her hard work, so graciously presented, and wish her well 
deserved recognition and success in her new writing and interaction design business. The hint of 
her possibly rejoining "one or more committees" as an individual is a welcome prospect that 
partially compensates our loss. 
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 17 May 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 17 May 2011 10:54:31 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 17 May 2011

Chaired by Don Day donday@bga.com
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 17 May 2011 at 08:00am PT
for 25 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Dick Hamilton; many are at the STC conference

> Quorum was established.
> Don and Kris will both be away May 24; Bruce will chair; we will need
a scribe.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00018.html
(Nevin)
>Don moved acceptance, Stan Doherty seconded, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

ACTION (Bruce): Advise the Technical Communication Subcommittee that
they are due to report next week.

BUSINESS:

1. New ITEM: <anchorref> in <relcell>
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00020.html

(Nevin)
>This is a question as to how the Open Toolkit renders links for
<anchorref> in <relcell>. Bruce will resolve this with Robert Anderson.
If there is a concern about what the spec _should_ say, this topic will
return to the agenda.

CLOSED

2. ITEM: Perceptions that DITA is complex
*
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http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201105/
msg00001.html (Stan Doherty, TMon, 02 May 2011 13:51:09 -0400 -- recent
e-mail on thread)
   * Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too
complex"?
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00006.html
(Doherty updates)
 o  Are we ready to formally spawn this discussion into these two new,
continuing tracks?
     1. Triage of DITA_Perceptions list
     2. Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list
>We will reorganize the first three links above under a new agenda item
for triage (1) and defer triage (2).

ACTION (Don): modify the agenda accordingly, and in email announce
readiness for discussion on each item.

CONTINUED

3. ITEM: FAQ item about "Interaction between key resolution or key
binding and conditional processing"
   * TC review the draft: "What is the interaction between key
resolution or key binding and conditional processing?":
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FAQ-items#Q.Whatistheinteractionbetweenk
eyresolutionorkeybindingandconditionalprocessing.3F
   * Wiki page for review comments:
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Review-FAQ-
 o  Waiting for Kris to edit
 o  Close once we're ready to post FAQ item on xml.org. 

CONTINUED pending Kris's action

4. ITEM: DITA 1.2 Survey results
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00006.html
(Summary, posted by Buchholz)
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201104/msg00007.html
(Full, posted by Buchholz)
 o  Need TC's discussion on using this knowledge

> Thilo presented a summary. He and JoAnn will discuss and recommend
next week how the TC should proceed. Some may move to the Adoption TC,
some may be recognized as technical issues.

ACTION (Thilo): Discuss with JoAnn what advice to give the TC how to
proceed with the survey results.

5. ITEM: OASIS TC F2F Meeting Option

   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00007.html
(Don, fwd from Harnad)
   * Keep open for a while for discussion.

>This is about the opportunity for f2f meetings associated with the
OASIS symposium on cloud computing in November, depending on who plans
to be there. Doug is expecting to go. Would you go if sufficient numbers
of other TC members were present? (Kris needs to be present before we
close this item.)

OPEN for discussion 

8:20-8:25 PT Announcements/Opens
8:25 PT Adjourn
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MEETING MINUTES: DITA TC 05/24/2011

ACTION ITEM SUMMARY
=====================================================================
Robert Anderson: Think about the run-time behavior of <anchorref> 

in <reltable> some more and write up a description 
of what is happening.

JoAnn Hackos       Get together to figure out how to make the 
Robert Anderson    specialization repository work, whether it be:
Michael Priestley  > an extension of dita.xml.org

> Sourceforge
Submission, searching, and rating guidelines needed. 

Bruce Nevin: Research the status of Rob Hanna's proposal about abstract 
             base classes and figure out to get it in front of the TC 
             for review and constructive guidance. 

0. Minutes: TC Meeting 05/17/2011
- Moved:    Adrian Warman
- Seconded: Dick Hamilton
- Approved: Acclamation

001. New ITEM: <anchorref> in <relcell>
     - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00020.html (Nevin)
     - AI/Robert Anderson: Think about the run-time behavior some more and 
       write a description of what is happening.

002. New ITEM: Triage of DITA_Perceptions list
     - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Perceptions
     - Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"? 

     Resolutions and/or action items by Table 
     ==============================================================
     [ISSUE-1] DITA contains support for domains that users do not need and 
     [SOLUTION-1] DITA TC should make it easier to subset the DITA DTDs.
     > DITA Adoption TC: JoAnn emphasized that getting more people involved
       with writing articles about DITA would have a positive impact here. 
       - Contributors (ideally) need to be active members of the Adoption 
         TC, although there are opportunities for collaboration. For example,
         perhaps a TC member can work up a set of working examples on a 
         feature prior to handing that off to an Adoption TC person for 
         doing a write-up.
     [SOLUTION-2] DITA TC should make it easier to subset the DITA documentation.
     > DITA 1.3: Robert commented that there is almost certainly room to better
       documentation subsetting with DITA 1.3. He would be involved with doing
       the implementation work, but needs other people to offer suggestions 
       and insights on what to do.
     [SOLUTION-5] DITA TC should create a set of constrained document types
       that remove some elements.
     > No discussion or resolution.
     - - - - - -



     [ISSUE-2] DITA users do not need to know how to create new doctype shells easily.
     [SOLUTION-3] DITA TC should make Jarno's DTD/Schema shell generator more widely 
       available and officially supported.
     [SOLUTION-4] DITA TC should create default document types that include fewer 
       domains a la base topic.
     > No discussion or resolution.
     - - - - - -
     [ISSUE-3] DITA does not match user authoring domains.
     [ISSUE-5] DITA users believe that specialization is too complex.
     [SOLUTION-9] DITA TC should make specialization easier (new rules, new tools, 
       new auditing tools).
     [SOLUTION-7] DITA TC should create a set of constrained document types with 
       fewer elements and/or fewer features.
     [SOLUTION-6] DITA TC should make specialization easier (new rules, tools, auditing aids).
     > DITA 1.3: Michael Priestley summarized some thoughts that he has been having
       about building into DITA 1.3 a template-based interface against a subset of
       DITA features that would allow users to pick and choose what they would like
       to see included in a constraint. This completed template could be exported
       to multiple tool environments.      
       - A dedicated working group would be one approach to getting this done. 
     [SOLUTION-8] DITA TC should provide a repository of well-known specializations.
     - AI/JoAnn, Robert, and Michael: Get together to figure out how to make the
       specialization repository work, whether it be:
       > an extension of dita.xml.org
       > Sourceforge
       Submission, searching, and rating guidelines needed. 
     - - - - - -
    [ISSUE-6] DITA features such as maps, reltables, or keyrefs require a level of 
     abstraction that many users do not have.
    [ISSUE-19] DITA requires a paradigm change from books to topics that many users 
     are unwilling or unable to make.
    [ISSUE-23] DITA requires a conceptual foundation that may take more time to acquire
     than some users are willing to invest.
     > DITA Adoption TC: Supporting article would not hurt here.
     > General: When teaching DITA, consider focusing on the absolute minimum
       set of feature required and then ask "What is a necessary addition?"
     > DITA 1.3: Sample DITA Libraries:
       - A library of robust samples (even donated legacy documentatioin in DITA)
         would give some % of people learning DITA more concrete artifacts to 
         interact with.
       - Solicit samples from multiple domains and industries.
       - Solicit samples that emphasize and de-emphasize the modular 
         underpinnings of DITA. For example, users for whom reuse and
         modularity are not required, having a sampling of more linear documents
         would provide an alternative set of models that might be more accessible.
     - - - - - - -
     [SOLUTION-13] DITA TC should rethink some of the DITA architecture in 
      DITA 2.0, e.g. abstract base classes.
     > DITA 1.3: Review Rib Hanna's proposal and the notion of abstract classs 
       and/or type hierarchies to determine whether some alternate "view"
       of the DITA architecture might make it easier to understand for some
       % of DITA users.
     AI/Bruce Nevin: Research the status of Rob Hanna's proposal about abstract 
     base classes and figure out to get it in front of the TC for review and 



     constructive guidance. 

Adjournment: 12:02PM/EST



dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 7 June 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 7 Jun 2011 12:07:16 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 7 June 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 7 June 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call
o Regrets: Deb Bissantz, Dick Hamilton, Chris Nitchie
> Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201105/msg00040.html (Bruce Nevin, 31 May)
Moved by Don Day, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

ACTION (Bruce): Notify OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee that they should be prepared 
to report due next week.

Action Items:
o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

A number of items have been added from prior months' minutes. Please review open items and close 
any that have already been resolved.

BUSINESS:

1. New ITEM: DITA 1.2 DTDs and spec not in synch (task model relaxation)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00002.html (Jang Graat)
* Original proposal: http://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/download.php/26791/IssueNumber12011v1.2rev3.html
The spec provides for more than one <steps> element. The spec is officially normative; but we 
believe that this was not our intention for the simplified task model. The Arch Spec says the 
<steps> element may occur only once. A note in the Language Reference is misleading and needs to be 
corrected. We are uncertain whether or not notes are normative in the spec, but it must be 
corrected in any case. We need to correct every occurrence (e.g. <task> and <taskbody>). We do not 
need to clarify the normative or non-normative status of notes.

1b. ACTION (Kris): reply to Jang Graat and log the need for an erratum.

CLOSED

New ITEM: Request for link to DITA 1.3 feature-proposal template
* Note from Stan: "At our DITA Help Subcommittee meeting this afternoon we realized that we

could not find a link to a "final" version of the DITA 1.3 feature proposal template."
* Here is the link: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/41578/1-

3template.dita

CLOSED

2. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions
* Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?

General perception of complexity
> Issues 9 and 21 seem to be Adoption issues. Work on constraints and simplified types addresses 
issues 11 and 18. The TC can provide a starter set of DTDs and constraints for the Adoption TC to
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present and promote. This has been discussed in the BusDocs SC.  There are questions of fit to that 
SC's scope and charter. What is needed is a list of constrained doctypes, or a  model for them. 
Activities include bouncing initial design models off constituencies, including users in different 
domains, and including the BusDocs SC. We need someone to own and project-manage this. Michael and 
Don are interested in participating as a skunkworks activity within the TC. Members of the TC and 
of the BusDocs SC are solicited to participate and perhaps own.

ACTION (Bruce): Ask members of the Business Documents SC to help provide a starter set of DTDs and 
constraints for the Adoption TC to present and promote. 

Issue 10 is an adoption issue. Information typing is a benefit but not necessarily a requirement. 
Use of any elements other than <topic> and <Map> asserts a typing of content. Don is available to 
help with questions they may have. The DITA maturity model is an essential framework for organizing 
and orienting this effort. (Kudos to Michal and Amber.)

ACTION (Bruce): communicate adoption issues to the ATC. 

Usage patterns and learning
> The solution calls for a brief "reading guide to DITA spec" that correlates features to 
usage/demographics. What's the learning path at each stage of the maturity model? How to move to 
the next level? (Organizations and individuals sometimes get stuck.) Individual TC members are 
encouraged to contribute rough draft material to the Adoption TC. Stan, Darryl, Kris, and Don have 
volunteered.

ACTION (Bruce): alert the ATC that they may receive draft material on usage patterns and learning 
(might be piecemeal contributions).

> Issue 13 may be related to creation of example constraints, above, and to issue 23 that we 
discussed two weeks ago. The phrase "OASIS-certified sample files" suggests test files, but that's 
a distinct case. To address perceptions of complexity, we need example files illustrating how to 
use the features.

CONTINUED: We need to revisit this next week and make sure we have finished with this one.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens
8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 14 June 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 11:50:00 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 14 June 2011

Chaired by Kristen Eberlein <keberlein@stl.com> 
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 14 June 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Don Day
> Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201106/msg00018.html
    (Bruce Nevin, 7 June 2011)
Acceptance moved by Kris, seconded by Stan, approved by
acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

ACTION (Bruce): Notify OASIS DITA Technical Communication
Subcommittee that they should be prepared to report due next week.

Announcements:

o Conversation with new TC Administrator, Chet Ensign
Kris and he focused on outstanding requests: Style rules for non-
normative docs and a template for slide deck presentations. He
will be moving these forward.

Action Items:

o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
> Stan has been harvesting actionable 1.3 items from email threads, and will take item 0121.

BUSINESS:

1. New ITEM: DITA 1.2 DTDs and spec not in synch (task model
relaxation)

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00002.html
     (Jang Graat)

* Original proposal: http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/26791/IssueNumber12011v1.2rev3.html

* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201106/msg00020.html
     (Jang Graat's response, 7 June 2011)
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The Machine Industry needs a plurality of <steps> elements in
<task>. Robert remembers discussion about people wanting this, but
is unable to help reconstruct any process omitting it as he was
not closely involved. There is an internal contradiction in the
language reference: the text says this is supported, and the
content model shows that it isn't. Jang expected to use the
general task model, which was thought to permit more than one.
(Strict task only allows one.) The TechComm SC is considering a
proposal for troubleshooting topic that would permit a plurality
of steps. 

ACTION (Kris): email Jang, confirming that the Machine Industry SC
should submit a proposal for DITA 1.3 for plural <steps> elements
in a task. 

2. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions

   * Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA
is too complex"?

Users would like to have a set of example files that are known to
work properly. Although example files are useful to the Adoption
TC for inclusion in feature articles, that TC should not be
expected to create them. 

The keyref article has example files, but they are difficult to
find. We should list dita.xml.org in the spec. The Adoption TC can
create and post an index to example files.

The TC is unlikely to create a master set of example files. We can
help the Adoption TC with examples, and we can work to create
better examples in the spec. It would be nice to have something
like the S1000D 'Bicycle' example. What can we do to move links to
such resources higher in a google search? There are several non-
normative books about DITA coming out this year, this will help.
We should prepare example files for major use cases at the same
time as developing a feature, keeping clear the distinction a test
suite. Doing this in advance of tool support is fraught with
challenges. The Adoption TC can publicize them and use them in
feature articles. A code snippet doesn't help unless you know how
to integrate it into a working file. Once features are released,
we may be able to invite members of the DITA community to
contribute example files. The Adoption TC might keep an eye out
for potential contributors among the users. 

We've exhausted the usefulness of the solutions matrix. Stan will
summarize results from minutes and other notes of our discussions.
We will review his summary next week, and then begin work on our
initial list of 1.3 proposals.

ACTION (Stan): Summarize results from the 'DITA complexity'
discussion.

8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21 June 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "dita" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 21 Jun 2011 11:24:04 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21 June 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 21 June 2011 at 08:00am PT for 55
minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

o Regrets: Thilo Buchholtz, Stan Dogherty

> Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00026.html (Bruce Nevin, 14
June 2011)

> Moved by Don, seconded by JoAnn, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (14 June 2011?)

> Michael Boses reported. Posted a white paper, but should not review it at this
point. We're focusing on restating this complex problem in a concise way for
presentation to interested persons in the TC. Working to clarify the issues that
organizations are dealing with, and how the TC might address them.

>The OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee is scheduled for next week.

Action Items:

o Review open items: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

Bruce closed Michael Bose's item 0163.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions
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   * Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too complex"?
   * NEW: Stan's summary: http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00027.html

> Stan's summary moved us off the wiki matrix. We were hoping for more email
discussion of items in the summary. The Adoption TC maintains a list of proposed
papers and feature articles. Is Item 3, concerning Jarno's shell generator, a TC
or Adoption TC issue? 

ACTION (Kris): Analyze Stan's list and separate ATC items from TC items, moving
items to the DITA 1.3 list as appropriate.

ACTION (Darryl): Establish sensible priorities for non-1.3 items in Stan's list of
'complexity' items remaining to the TC after Kris splits the list between the
Adoption TC and the DITA 1.3 proposal list.

2. New ITEM: Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list

> Our process is initially to determine for each proposal whether or not there is
an advocate. Dropped items remain in the record for possible reconsideration for
DITA 2.0.

> 13001: Accepted. Moved by Paul Grosso, seconded by Robert, approved by
acclamation.

> 13002: Probation until next week: No (bandwidth for) an advocate at present. The
current markup is adequate for static images, but not for more complex graphic
formats for dynamic images, interactive CAD models, and the like. Deb Bissantz
will check with Bob Beims to see if he will champion it. If no one is able to put
in the work, it will drop. 

> Elliot: there are a number of items like this that have to do with linking and
addressing

> ACTION (Elliot): identify items have to do with linking and addressing and
reorder the list so that they are grouped.

> 13003: Deferred for 2.0. <topicref> is already too overloaded. This attribute
would define the various uses of <topicref>, simplifying its uses. @processingrole
is binary: resource-only or normal. Michael believes it is backward compatible.
Implement it as an attribute domain specialization, as an optional extension; it
could be coupled with a constraint that removes the other attribute. But this adds
to DITA complexity

> 13004: Approved as an initial proposal. Key definitions and ditaval rules are
global to the map. This overlaps with items by Elliot and Michael. 
ACTION (Robert): Identify items that overlap #13004 and either consolidate them or
group them as overlapping proposals.

8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: OASIS DITA TC Minutes for 28 June 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 2011 13:48:02 -0500

OASIS DITA TC Minutes for 28 June 2011
8:00-8:05 PT Roll call

o Regrets: None

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00036.html (Bruce

Nevin, 21 June 2011)
Moved by Don, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee (28 June 2011)

> JoAnn: Have been talking about a proposal for a troubleshooting topic and its
relation to an existing IBM specialization. Also want to add a troubleshooting
element to <taskbody> in 1.3. One of the most interesting things is how this
fits in the metamodel that the BusDocs SC has been working on. As a
subcommittee, can we propose a specialization? If we don't want that to become
part of the primary DITA spec, can we propose a TC sub-specification? We think
it's probably not a good idea for this to be part of the primary specification.
Can the TC take up the notion of separate sub-specifications? Have other
subcommittees run into these questions? We felt that the Learning & Training
part of the spec should have been separate.

> Michael: the original proposal was to have separate spec documents. The
challenge was that documentation of just the specialized elements is not very
useful; but if you republish the core specification you're duplicating content.
Maybe we have to come to grips with cross-document linking.

> DocBook does this. The DocBook publishing spec is a simpler case, but OASIS
was OK with it.

> Can we do a TechComm specification, approved by the TC as part of the DITA
standard, as an add-on to DITA 1.2, not 1.3? Michael: Yes. One option: leave it
as a working draft in perpetuity. Another, get it approved as an additional
standard, as a valid peer document to the DITA 1.2 spec. The challenge there is
the effort of getting the 15% vote for the standard. If you're voting on just a
part of the whole, only those interested in that part will be motivated to vote.

> We should make an agenda item about how SCs can contribute portions of the
spec. Robert has added the proposed <troubleshooting> element for <taskbody> to
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the DITA 1.3 list.

> Next week, the DITA Adoption TC will report. (The Pharma SC is inactive at
present.)

Action Items:

   o Review open items: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

Owners of items are encouraged to review the list and close items assigned to
them. Current owners are: Robert Anderson, Thilo Buchholtz, Stan Doherty, Kris
Eberlein, Eliot Kimber, and Chris Kravogel.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions

     * Wiki page: "What do people (really) mean when they say "DITA is too
complex"?

     * NEW: Stan's summary: http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00027.html

>No discussion.

2. ITEM: Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list

     * Wiki page: DITA_1.3_Proposals

   o note Yeo/Kimber housekeeping matters

13004 and 13005 are now combined.

13006 "Future post DITA 1.2 work from Issue #12007: Item 4: Consider providing a
mechanism that would allow map authors to override references in maps and topics
even if references in the maps and topics were not authored using key references
or with indirect referencing in mind." 

>This is to facilitate reuse in different contexts without modification of the
topic (which triggers re-translation). It is related to addressing, but not
necessarily key-based addressing. Adding a parallel to keys raises complexity
concerns. It might be best to leave this as a task for a CMS to handle. But many
features that DITA now provides had to be handled by content management systems
before DITA provided a standard means. We decided to defer this.

13007 "Consider adding new values for @toc beyond {"yes" | "no"}: {"alway" |
"never"} or perhaps {"all" | "none") to provide greater control over what can be
overridden by what." 

>The issue arises because toc cascades. You could say 'never' and the nested map
couldn't turn it back on. What does 'yes' mean in the context of 'no'? How
should it be implemented? People may want to drop something from the TOC but
retain everything else below it. We certainly need to clarify the language. If
no doesn't mean never, then we need never, and if yes doesn't mean always, we
need something there. (There seems to be some similarity in 13059. Might there
be a general approach to how cascading works for a class of attributes. TOC is
in effect a conditional processing attribute, in respect to the output.) Robert
will write a proposal and write up how the interactions work, and is now the
owner of this item.

13008 "Consider adding @appid as a new optional CDATA attribute on <resourceid>
and making the existing @id optional." 

> The meaning of @id is overloaded in <resourceid>. This value is unrelated to
DITA IDs in the @id attribute. The change is trivial. It might better be
considered a bug (which has been present from DITA 1.0, showing that we should
never pre-implement requirements). We decided this should be included.

1309 "Keyref not sufficient for general indirection. keyref mechanism provides
no way to do renaming or splitting/joining of elements below the topic level." 

> In 1.2, Eliot proposed a general indirection mechanism. In view of complexity
issues, he is now happy to defer this. For completeness, this is a big hole.
Does that outweigh the complexity? Are there enough users who find it a serious
limiting factor? It seems best to make this part of a deeper re-architecting.
However, Chris is interested in taking it over, in the simplified description
that he would like to be able to bind an element to a key definition. This may
be related to 13022. Want to be able to refer indirectly to an element id as
well as a topic id. The challenge is at a design level. Until now, maps cannot
refer to anything below the topic level. We need to state the requirement more
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clearly as allowing redirection of links to subtopic elements. This will be a
new row in the table. Then 1309 will be deferred.  

We will resume with item #1310 next week.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens

8:55 PT Adjourn

Follow-Ups:
Re: [dita] OASIS DITA TC Minutes for 28 June 2011

From: Eliot Kimber <ekimber@reallysi.com>

References:
Groups - Action Item Closed: #0150 Review "Key resolution for compl...

From: keberlein@sdl.com
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Subject: minutes20110705.txt -- sent 7/5 -- but sent to munged address?

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 12 Jul 2011 09:47:21 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 05 July 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>

Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 20 July 2010 at 08:00am
PT for 55 minutes.

o Regrets: Deb Bissantz

8:00-8:05 Roll call: Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00043.html
(Bruce Nevin, 28 June 2011)

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00044.html
(Kimber, discussion clarification)
> Moved by Don, seconded by Dick Hamilton, approved by acclamation.

> Bruce will be away July 19 and 26. JoAnn volunteered to take minutes
on those dates.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

o OASIS DITA Adoption TC (5 July 2011)
> Currently reviewing a number of draft articles. This had been held
up with questions about templates and process, and with members busy
with conferences.

> The  Learning Content Subcommittee has merged into the Adoption TC.

ACTION (Don): ask Bob Beims to prepare to report for the Semiconductor
Information Design Subcommittee.

Action Items:

o Review open items: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
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BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions

   * Wiki page: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Perceptions
   * NEW: Stan's summary: http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00027.html

> No new activity.

2. ITEM: Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list

   * Wiki page: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposals

13007: Indirect references to IDs in topics as well as to topics
themselves. We don't want to extend the key definition because
<topicref> should be limited to topics. It wouldn't be that hard to
address. There's an ability to export IDs within a topic, part of the
idea for delayed @conref. We might be able to adapt this to make some
IDs redirectable. Perhaps something in <topicmeta> that would map
names to IDs.

We are concerned about adding to DITA complexity, and we are concerned
that we see little user demand. So far, this gap has not been a
problem in practice. However, the appearance of no user demand may be
because keyref is so new, and because there are no problems when reuse
is well organized. For unplanned reuse, this will be a problem. Don:
DITA 1.3 has to be needs-driven. Does the value (and the demand)
outweigh the complexity? How much time do we have for e.g. broaching
this at an upcoming conference for user input? If the only rationale
is completeness of design, it should be deferred. 

This affects usefulness of <xref> to subelements of a topic. Map-level
reuse is ideally less volatile than subtopic reuse, but discipline of
writing groups varies. If this moves forward to the proposal phase,
and the proposal is then deferred, the work will not be lost, it will
be useful when we take it up for 2.0.

Kris and JoAnn are on the fence on complexity grounds, so a roll call
vote was required. The result: 9 yes, 3 no, 2 abstentions (to avoid
plural votes from the same company). Chris Nitchie will develop a
proposal.

13010: If you want to indicate the glossary sort order in e.g.
Japanese, a specialization is necessary currently. JoAnn recommends
referring this to the translation subcommittee to determine if there
any concerns or additional requirements. They have been left out of
the loop in the past. However, the best time for this referral would
be after there is a proposal. Any subcommittee that is interested
should review the proposal before it comes up for a vote. In addition,
the translation SC can certainly look at it while the proposal is
being prepared, and the proposal writer should be given the action to
consult with them.

However, the requirement is more general than glossary. We need a
general sort-as provision for any context, e.g. reference entries. For
this, a deeper design change might be needed. Doing a glossary-
specific sort-as could preclude a general solution, repeating the
mistake with index-sort-as. Eliot is added as co-owner to work on the
broader aspects.

ACTION (Su-Laine, Eliot): consult with the Translation SC while
preparing the sort order proposal.

13013-13019: The Machine Industry SC has not been active and has lost
about half its membership, currently seeking more industry
involvement. These 8 items will be moved down in the list so that Jang
Graat can work them into a more straightforward form for the TC.

13020 will be the first item for us to address next week.
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Subject: minutes20110712.txt

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 12 Jul 2011 11:13:09 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 12 July 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 12 July 2010 at 08:00am PT
for 55 minutes.

* Regrets:  Jang Graat, Kristen Eberlein, Richard Hamilton

8:00-8:05 Roll call: Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* (http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201107/msg00005.html
(Bruce Nevin, 5 July 2011)

Moved by Don Day, but approval deferred until next week because of delay
posting them.

* JoAnn volunteered as scribe for July 19 and 26 while Bruce is away.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

* OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee (5 July
2011-Beims)

In Bob Beims's absence, postponed until next week. 
OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee will follow next after that. 

ACTION (Don): Renew contact with Bob Beims re the Semiconductor
Information Design Subcommittee reporting next week.
ACTION (Don): Contact John Hunt to be prepared to report for the Web 2.0
Subcommittee.

BUSINESS:

ITEM: Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list

o Wiki page: DITA_1.3_Proposals

#13020: Needs Bob Beims to be present.

ACTION (Don): Ask Bob Beims if anyone is prepared to support #1320.

#13021 requires Su-Laine Yeo to be present.

#13022: Enable element-to-element relations without conref. Michael P.
said Specializing <topicref> could effect the same functionality. Is
this something sufficiently useful to be defined generally in the
vocabulary. Roughly equivalent to xlink extended link structure. This is
a completeness question; is there an expressed need for it? Not evident.
Example: link a figure to a section in a different topic. Linking to
non-DITA content at the element level. #13084 for semantic linking may
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intersect this. Annotation of Shakespeare corpus in DITA. Relationship
table relates comments to individual speeches. There's no reliable
semantic basis for this. If there's no pressing need, we can revisit
this later. In the meantime, it can be demonstrated as a best practice.
DEFERRED.

#13023: <sectiondiv> in <li>. We have <bodydiv> and <sectiondiv>. Why
can't we use the latter in <li>? It's allowed in <p>, which is allowed
in <li>. The proposal is wider: allow <sectiondiv> anywhere that <p> is
allowed. This is a demonstrated pain point: Eliot was trying to create a
specialization for a client. The original design was just to put it in
<section>.  Allow deeply nested sections where all the subheads are
generated. Eliot: that was the motivation for <bodydiv>. The motivation
for <sectiondiv> was to be just like <bodydiv> but not allowing nesting.
This may require a new element. <itemgroup> may be more appropriate. The
needed specialization must be specialized separately from <bodydiv> and
from <sectiondiv>, and this would mean a third specialization for the
same requirement. Do we widen the scope to allow <sectiondiv> in more
places or do we create a new more broadly distributed element for
specialization. The new element would not contain <section>, but would
allow arbitrary nesting of untitled things. Could we allow <itemgroup>
to nest, etc.? No, that would still require three different
specializations for the general requirement. Robert has clarified this
item in the table. ACCEPTED.

#13024: Meaningful Values for type= on <xref> and <topicref>. Was an
unqualified element type name. It needs to allow qualification,
module/elementtype, to avoid ambiguity if the same name is used for two
specializations. Is this a conformance documentation issue? It's an
update to the section spec that talks about the type attribute, although
not all processors check the type attribute. Allowing it makes sense;
mandating or recommending it could be problematic. It hasn't been an
issue in practice because so little specialization has been done
(outside of IBM). With the potential for aggregation of content from
different sources, this could become a problem. ACCEPTED.

#13025: Organization of Tagname The formulation here doesn't work.
DROPPED.

#13026: shortdesc element in a DITA map. Distinct from the metadata
cascade discussion. We say that it's possible, but we don't say how. We
might do something along the lines of @lockmeta and @locktitle. Maybe
rules for @lockmeta to make the metadata in the map override not just
locally but absolutely. Eliot volunteers to back up Kris as champions of
this item. ACCEPTED.

#13027: Allow draft-comment universally. Eliot volunteers to add his
name. This is easy to fix in the content model; implementation details
may be problematic. What does "universally" mean? The proposal must be
made more explicit. Eliot: anywhere you can type text. ACCEPTED.

#13028: Underspecification of @refcol. The DITA 1.1 specification for
simpletable's @refcol attribute gives very little insight into how it
should be implemented. It appears that the original intent at the time
might have anticipated the "associative linking" thoughts that have
since matured as the keyref processing specification. Did we fix this in
1.2? Is this addressed in the automated linking proposal for 1.3? The
issue is confusion, what's this for; we responded that it has no
function currently. We don't need to specify a new behavior for @refcol.
DROPPED.

#13029: <text> should be allowed just about everywhere. It's not allowed
in places where <ph> is not allowed, and this limits us to using
<keyword> to insert text content. No one has started using <text> yet,
so there hasn't been occasion for user complaint. Very similar to the
<draft-comment> issue. ACCEPTED.

#13030: Allow markup-based tables within fig, allow graphic-based tables
within table. Both fig and table serve to associate titles with
graphical presentations of data. Could not have a <table> contain a
graphic. Also, a drawing in a figure happens to be made with <table>
markup. Users complain about too many different ways to work with
tables; this may be a complexity issue. The content model for <fig> and
<figgroup> may not be extensive enough, w.r.t. Debora Pickett's proposal
for DITA 1.2 and 1.1 if it was incompletely implemented.

We will continue discussion on #13030 next week. 
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Subject: Meeting Minutes -- 26 July 2011

From: JoAnn Hackos <joann.hackos@comtech-serv.com>
To: DITA TC <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 18:46:12 +0000

JoAnn T. Hackos, PhD

President

Comtech Services Inc.

710 Kipling Street, Suite 400

Denver, CO 80215

joann.hackos@comtech-serv.com

skype joannhackos

MEETING MINUTES: DITA TC 07/26/2011

ACTION ITEM SUMMARY
=====================================================================
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0. Minutes: TC Meeting 07/05/2011
    - Moved:    Don Day
    - Seconded: JoAnn Hackos
    - Approved: Acclamation

Subcommittee report:
 Stan Doherty reporting on the Help SC
 SC is working on proposals for DITA 1.3. Concerned with support of DITA 1.2
 among Help system vendors. Will continue to work with vendors to help
 understand what conformance to the spec implies.

Next reports scheduled:
 Michael Boses -- BizDocs SC (August 2)
 JoAnn Hackos -- Tech Comm SC (August 9)

001. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions
 no discussion, move to next meeting

002. ITEM: Review of 1.3 proposals

 13002 -- Waiting for information from Keith Schengili-Roberts and Bob Beims
 13020 and 13059 -- conditional processing attributes. Will combine these proposals
 13021 -- Su-Laine Yeo, default processing role to "resource-only" for Rel Tables. Robert 
Anderson
  will treat this as a fix to the spec; remove as 1.3 proposal
 13030 -- Eliot Kimber proposal to include image in the table (tgroup) element to allow 
tables
  that have been captured as images to be included in the table numbering and 
listing. 
  Resolved that should be handled as a one-column, one-row table to include a figure. 
No
  further action on this proposal.

  Suggestion to the Adoption TC -- develop a feature article on proper use of tables 
(best
  practices). One of the most frequent complexity complaints is about too many 
tables.

 13031 -- Eliot Kimber to include strike-through and other formatting elements; mentioned 
that
  13034 on the highlight domain is similar. Also consider a proposal coming from the
  Tech Comm SC on change-tracking. Resolve at next meeting

Adjournment: 12:02PM/EST
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 2 August 2011

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Aug 2011 12:29:13 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 2 August 2011

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 2 August 2011 
at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

* Regrets: None recorded on the front page
> Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201107/msg00029.html (Hackos,
26 July 2011)
> Moved by Don, seconded by Dick Hamilton, passed by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

* OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee (catch up next
round)

> Bob Beims (of Freescale, formerly Freescale Semiconductor) reported. 
In the fall of 2008-2009 the industry experienced the biggest downturn
in its history, and in consequence the responsibilities of those still
employed interfered much more with committee work. The SC is gaining
momentum back now, although a lot of people are on vacation this
summer. Two other companies are engaging strongly now, and some tool
vendors getting involved. > By this, we mean not the usual authoring or
CMS tools, but vendors who build EDA (Electronic Design Automation)
tools to create semiconductor products. With these, the value
proposition of DITA extends well beyond tech docs into the design
process. We see the prospect of a silicon chip designer creating a chip
layout with good quality documentation pushed out from the tool using
DITA specializations from this SC. > Freescale gave a presentation at
the CMS conference, that it's not just documentation any more.
Interacting with product design teams in a more tightly coupled way.
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Very well received, with lively discussions. Invited to speak to the
Best Practices conference this Fall. Planning to get this message out
across the industry and bring in more participation. This SC needs more
bodies that have more free time for the committee work. > Need to
develop a clean committee draft of the architectural specification for
these specializations. Robert Anderson created scripts to generate DITA
topics from the DTDs to document them. They are difficult to work with,
Bob needs some pointers how to work with them. New participants ask for
help to understand what the SC is doing, and the SC needs documents for
that. People ask if there's an SIDSC starter kit. You get readable
output from the OTK, but 'jumbled'; you need some specialized
processing. Considering stripping out Freescale-specific things from
their corporate XSL code and put up on sourceforge, would like some
guidance on how best to do that.

> Some pointers were provided by TC members. The SC could produce a paper
through the Adoption TC for wider distribution.

 * Next week (9 August): OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee 
 * Two weeks (15 August): OASIS DITA for Programmers Subcommittee (Lisa
Dyer) 

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions
 * Closed pending open actions. No discussion this week.

2. ITEM: Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list
   o Wiki page: DITA_1.3_Proposals
   o Resume with item #13031 (line-through proposal, updated discussions)

We deferred discussion of items that are associated with people who are not
present.

13036, 13059 will be handled together. 
13038, 13039 will be dropped as having no support unless someone comes
forward to champion them by next week. Kris will send email about this.

13040:
> Rob and Kris concur with Dave that the issue is not defined well in the
spec, and that it should be defined. Rob: If we identify unforeseen
opportunities for users getting into trouble with it, we'll revisit it.
 
> Accepted.

13045:
> Gershon is listed as owner. Deb Bissantz suggested that it was the same as
13040, but it's not quite the same. This looks like a review comment on the
language. It's a bug in the model, but not big enough to fix in 1.2; Robert
thinks it's best to treat it as a documentation bug. 
 
> Kris will move it to the appropriate place for that.

13048:
> A process suggestion for how we handle reviews of the spec. 
> Don will move it to a different place in the agenda for discussion.

13049:
> Paul is raising this consistency question for more experienced folks to
judge. Generally, the localization-atts group (translate, xml:lang, dir)
are all available or none. Robert believes that both dir and translate
should be added to the <dita> element. JoAnn: the use of dir is quite
limited. In a set of topics to be translated, why would you send one that
is not to be translated? Robert: the standard sits outside the CMS. It
seems strange to leave universal attributes off, use it at the topic level
but not at the <dita> level. In those cases when it is used, however
rarely, it would be peculiar to have to set it on each individual child of
<dita>. Kris, Don, and Robert propose listing it as a bug fix. Don: The
BusDocs SC has been looking at <dita> as a shell for wrapping topics,
providing a potential use case that could heighten the need. Another use
case is e.g. CSS rendering of topics.
 
> Accepted.

13058:
> We grouped this with 13059. The item notes say it is also related to
13020. We need to be able to override the default cascading rules for
metadata. Use case: within a branch of a map you have a set of topics for
installing software, with platform=windows and platform=linux. Cascading
"windows and linux" setting prevents distinguishing topics on these values
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at a lower point in the hierarchy. Chris Nitchie: in PTC, the processor
stops cascading token value a if it is replaced by token value b. Robert:
IBM has a different proprietary solution, and Jeremy Griffith has another
approach. We need to deal with this use case so that the spec supports a
standards-based approach. The solution should also address how to apply
filtering in different branches so defined. This also addresses the issue
in 13036. (See Robert's notes on this item.)
 
> Accepted.

13060, 13061:
> Stan Doherty: The Help SC drafted fairly detailed proposals about 2 years
ago. DITA help developers need to manage context-sensitive help IDs and
help window attributes. Companies would like to have one semantic markup
for these things. At present, it has to be done outside DITA. Robert: The
resourceid metadata was intended to do part of this; it will become more
useful with proposal 13008. Stan: if all we need is a canonical use case
for something already planned for 1.3, we would welcome it. Robert will
attend the Help SC meeting to clarify this. It would need some extension to
cover everything raised in this item.
 
> Accepted.

13067:
> requires Eric Sirois to be present.

ACTION (Robert): ask Eric to attend next week to speak to this.

8:55 PT Adjourn
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From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 9 Aug 2011 11:30:43 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 9 August 2011
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 9 August 2011 at
08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call

* Regrets: Kris Eberlein, Adrian Warman

> Quorum was established.
> A new scribe is needed. This is a highly visible opportunity
with many benefits as pointed out by Don in email.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201108/msg00004.html
(Nevin, 2 August 2011)

Moved by Don, seconded by Dick Hamilton, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

* OASIS DITA Adoption TC (JoAnn, 9 August)

o Working to settle the stylesheet issue with Oasis, working
with Chet Ensign (the "new Mary McCrae"). We have the old specs
for PDF, nothing for HTML. Questions sent last week, no response
yet.

o Work on articles is ongoing. The first with the new process
is on DITA and XLIFF is on the wiki. Reviewing an article on
machinery task by Jan Graat. Bruce's two articles on generic text
and on specialized convenience elements in maps need someone else
to take them over. 

Being an author for the Adoption TC is a highly visible
opportunity, and it can pave the way for conference
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presentations, etc.

Don will determine with Lisa Dyer as to which comes first in the
next two weeks, OASIS DITA for Programmers Subcommittee (Lisa),
or OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee (JoAnn)

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Triage of DITA complexity list and potential solutions

   o Wiki page: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Perceptions

   o NEW: Stan's summary: http://lists.oasis-
open.org/archives/dita/201106/msg00027.html

 * Closure pending open actions

> No discussion this week.

2. ITEM: Triage of DITA_1.3_Proposals list

   o Wiki page: http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposals

13031:
Extending the highlight domain: element for strikeouts. The
semantic function of strikeouts is good to capture. Don supports
as an obvious element, but one that we would not expect to be
specialized. Overbar should be added with it. With underscore
these are the three most common cases. <flag> usually has a
property indicating low or high, is this subsumed as a flag? No,
this is among the typographic conventions that pervade financial
documents. Will it be markup or a property? Highlight should
include a list of all the values available in ditaval. There's an
argument for having all typographic matters be properties as
distinct from semantic elements. Is there any objection to
topographic matters being like strikeout being redundantly
conveyed both by elements and by properties? There's no well
defined way to handle all such properties in DITA. These are
design issues. Motion to accept the core proposal.

ACCEPTED

13034: 
"formatting" domain for capturing arbitrary formatting. This is a
problem in the publishing domain, though it may seem excessive
from a tech docs point of view. Does this add too much to
complexity? Do we publish such things separately as committee?
This sounds like styles. It's not appropriate for DITA right now,
but should be taken up by a subcommittee. Eliot doesn't have a
community yet to form that subcommittee. This represents a
community of practice, more than the TC as a whole. Proposed to
make this the business of a future subcommittee. No disagreement.

Eliot identified "publisher" items to move into a separate list,
and will coordinate with Robert on the disposition of the list of
1.3 proposals. 13032-13034 are all available in the DITA for
Publishers project, and there's no barrier to their use. 

13032: 
As much about fixing <bookmap> as it is about a publishing
domain. Because <bookmap> is a single map domain, it doesn't
provide any mechanism for extension, and that affects a number of
technical documentation cases. Have publication metadata in a
separate domain from topicmeta, as pioneered by learning and
training. <bookmap> doesn't allow any peer to chapter, but a map
domain could. In a publication it's common to have a chapter
followed by parts. By being overconstrained, <bookmap> blocks
some legitimate uses, parallel to the case with <task> and
<strict-task>. Given a general domain for pub metadata and a
domain for topics we could do that. We need a way of saying map A
represents a publication and map B doesn't, it's a root map
that's not intended to be a publication. JoAnn: let's be careful
about making it difficult to teach people how to author and lose
adopters. People were wanting to use DITA without having to hire
a consultant. Eliot: Has users whose requirements cannot be met.
The proposal is sufficiently general that it will not constrain
others. Don: what would be the loss if this were not included.
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Eliot: Users with such use cases would have to replicate the work
done in the DTIA for publishers project. Nancy: but that's
available. Eliot: Most users won't see that, or won't see their
situation as a publisher's use case. We've already codified an
approach through the L&T model, but that's too specialized.
There's a map metadata domain for richer metadata, and there's a
publication map domain with a catalog of topicref types for all
kinds of things that can occur in a publication, wrappers around
groups, mapref types, topicref types that can be the root of
submaps, that sort of thing. These can be combined in one domain,
or mixed into existing domains. 

We'll have to continue the discussion in email and on the call
next week.

8:50-8:55 PT Announcements/Opens

8:55 PT Adjourn
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Subject: Groups - DITA TC minutes, 16 August 2011 (DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt) uploaded

From: keberlein@sdl.com
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: 23 Aug 2011 13:54:53 -0000

Revision #1 of minutes; date corrected (August not "Ugust") thanks to eagle
eye of Chris Nitchie

----

Minutes of the OASIS DITA TC
Tuesday, 23 August 2010
Recorded by Kristen James Eberlein

Present: Robert Anderson, Michael Priestley, Adrian Warman, Dick Hamilton,
Nancy 

Harrison, Deb Bissantz, Paul Grosso, David Helfinstine, Chris Nitchie,
Eliot Kimber, 

Keith Schengli-Roberts, John Hunt, Don Day, Kris Eberlein, Eric Sirois,
JoAnn Hackos
Regrets: Bruce Nevin, Tom Magliery

1. Minutes
----------

DOn Day moved that the minutes of the previous meeting (URL below) be
approved. Nancy 

Harrison seconded; approved by accclamation.
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201108/msg00009.html (Nevin, 9
August 2011) 

2. SC report
------------
We received a report on the DITA for the Technical Communivation SC from
JoAnn Hackos. 

The SC is considering a troubleshooting specialization. They currently are
looking at 

models for troubleshooting topics based on models from Cisco and HP.

3. DITA 1.3 proposals
----------------------------------------
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposals
We resumed discussion on item #1302. Eliot gave an overview of the
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structural 

limitations of the bookmap. People expressed concerns that a new
publication map would 

increase perceptions of DITA complexity, there was general agreement on the
benefits. 

Robert Anderson suggested that we move the proposal forward to the next
phase, with 

the understanding that the proposal must include a possible resolution for
name 

conflicts; the TC agreed. The discussion on this item also engendered
discussion on 

how we package and configure the documentation for future releases.

 -- Kristen Eberlein

The document revision named DITA TC minutes, 16 August 2011
(DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt) has been submitted by Kristen Eberlein
to the OASIS Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA) TC document
repository.  This document is revision #1 of
DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt.

Document Description:

View Document Details:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=43306

Download Document:  
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/43306/DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt

Revision:
This document is revision #1 of DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt.  The
document details page referenced above will show the complete revision
history.

PLEASE NOTE:  If the above links do not work for you, your email application
may be breaking the link into two pieces.  You may be able to copy and paste
the entire link address into the address field of your web browser.

-OASIS Open Administration

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] Groups - DITA TC minutes, 16 August 2011 (DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt)
uploaded

From: "Nitchie, Chris" <cnitchie@ptc.com>
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Minutes of the OASIS DITA TC
Tuesday, 23 August 2011
Recorded by Nancy Harrison

Quorum was present
Regrets: none

1. Minutes
----------

Don Day moved that the minutes of the previous meeting (URL below) be approved. These reflected Chris's comments 
on Kris's original minutes. Chris Nitchie seconded; approved by accclamation.
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/43308/DITA-TC-minutes-16-August-2011.txt
(Eberlein, 16 August 2011) 

2. SC report
------------
No SC reports - we went straight to consideration of 1.3 proposals, which will be moving to the top of the agenda from 
now on. 

3. DITA 1.3 proposals
----------------------------------------
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposals

We started discussion of #13037. Eliot described his rationale for proposing inclusion of topic nesting modules, which is 
for 'completeness' of the architecture.  All the other components of a working document type are declared as well as 
referenced within a document shell as of 1.2; this is not.  The module would be analogous to a constraint module, but it 
extends the content model rather than constraining it.
General consensus was that's it is a hole in the architecture, but there was some discussion as to whether it was really 
necessary, and in particular, whether it would add complexity for users. The conclusion was that as long as nothing new 
was required - the declaration would be recommended but not required - then it would be acceptable.  However, part of 
the work in implementing the feature would be creating documentation to specify processing requirements.\Proposal 
was moved by Don, seconded by Kris, accepted by acclamation. 

For #13038 and #13039, Don took an action item to contact Bob Beims in order to find out if there's someone in the 
semiconductor SC who is willing to own these.

For #13041, Eliot explained his rationale for needing a way to identify a cross-deliverable key-based xrefs as being 
defined in a separate root map.  His point was that there needed to be an architecturally defined model for doing such 
things.  There was a great deal of discussion, mainly between Eliot and Michael, but with contributions by many others, 
about whether this was something that should be defined in the architecture, or whether it made more sense to do it in an 
implementation. The question is related to general scoping mechanisms, which is scheduled to be addressed in 13004, 
so it was noted that only the parts of this proposal that didn't come under 13004 should be considered.  Michael pointed 
out, with support from Robert and Chris, that a 'resource-only' value for @processing-role was currently often used to 
accomplish the kind of cross-deliverable linking the proposal is aimed at, and that such linking was the reason for the 
creation of that attribute/value option.  Since the issues involved are complex, and the different opinions are backed in 
most cases by existing implementations which can be referenced, it was decided to continue the discussion via email. 

[We postponed #13042 to look at #13043 because of its similarity to #13037]

Proposal #13043, for 'foreign' data modules, rounds out - together with #13037 discussed above - Eliot's attempt to 
complete the architectural definition.  We started discussing it but the hour closed before any resolution.
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Minutes of the OASIS DITA TC
Tuesday, 30 August 2011
Recorded by Nancy Harrison

Quorum was present
Regrets: Tom Magliery, Chris Nitchie, Adrian Warman, Kris Eberlein 

Don requested a scribe; Nancy Harrison volunteered; I will try it out for a few weeks and see if I'm willing to take on 
the job on a more permanent basis

Don moved that the minutes of the previous meeting (URL below) be approved. Joann seconded; minutes were 
approved by acclamation 

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/43351/minutes20110823.txt
[Nancy Harriason]

1. First item on agenda was a discussion of the proposal for a Dita for Programmers SC; since Lisa Dyer, the proposer,
wasn't at the meeting, the item was postponed until she can attend.

2. DITA 1.3 proposals

We returned to #13041. Eliot had sent mail the day before that suggested one way to   address his goal for this, but 
Michael still felt that the objective was already met within the features defined by 1.2.  After a good deal of discussion, 
Eliot asked that Michael send email to the group describing the mechanism he would use to accomplish that goal, with 
specific examples, so that he could understand Michael's position.  Michael agreed to do so, and the item was tabled 
until next week. 
Dick Hamilton brought up the issue of dealing with filtering/flagging in addressing the proposal; Michael said that his 
description/example won't address that issue, but will explain why the issue doesn't need to be addressed, in the context 
of explaining how current methods are extensible to accomplish Eliot's goals.
===============

13042 - proposal to add a new common attribute "objid" for holding system-specific "object identifiers" for elements.  
Eliot explained the need to have such an Id available for content going in and out of a CMS, or even across multiple 
CMS's. Don, Michael Bosek, Thilo, and Robert A. mentioned some other use cases where this would be valuable, from 
the authoring, the translation, and the tool vendor perspective.
Deb Bissantz moved to accept, seconded by Michael Priestley, accepted by acclamation.

13043 - We returned to discussion of this, which we hadn't quite completed the week before.  This is analogous to the 
'topic-nesting module' proposal 13037.  However, discussion brought up the point that implementing this in a similar 
way, by adding a domain for foreign data, would be backwards incompatible.   Eliot therefore withdrew the proposal 
and suggested that declaration of foreign data as a domain be addressed by defining a best practice, rather than by 
changing the architecture.
Proposal has been withdrawn.

13044 - This proposal is necessary for enabling a full set of content within metadata.  Since %ph; allows almost all 
inline elements, it's not a really stringent constraint, just an annoying one. There was general agreement with this 
opinion.
Deb B., Robert seconded, accepted by acclamation

13046 - We began looking at this proposal, but realized that folks needed to be brought up to date on the issue.  Eliot 
agreed to resend the mail thread referenced in the proposal description. In his follow-up mail, he indicated that after 
reviewing the 
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1.2 discussion of @href for <fragref>, he came to the conclusion that the proposal was based on an incorrect 
assumption, and decided he didn't feel strongly enough about the issue to pursue it.
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